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Abstract

To study the devolatilisation process associated with coal combustion, computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) is a very useful tool. The aim of this thesis is to accurately

model coal devolatilisation at high temperatures associated with cement kilns to facili-

tate the further study of coal combustion within a cement kiln, to increase combustion

efficiency thereby decreasing the environmental impact associated with cement pro-

duction. The devolatilisation process can be modeled using two main types of models:

the global and the structural model. Global models use parameters found by a simple

kinetic analysis whereas the structural models require thorough analysis of the coal

particles chemical structure. Due to it’s simplicity and ability to model all types of

coal without relying on in-depth analytical methods and parameter predictions for

unknown coal types, the global model of the ’dual-competing rate’ type was used.

This model was implemented and optimized in the open-source CFD software Open-

FOAM to allow increased accuracy when examining high temperature, high heating

rate, and/or multi-peak rate volatile release coal devolatilisation. It has proven to

be effective in high temperature and heating rate scenarios (such as those found in

a cement kiln) and when modelling multi-peak rate volatile releases. Additionally,

the particle specific heat (cp) model used within the original OpenFOAM code was

modified as it does not allow for particle phase or specie mass fraction modifications

without altering the particle cp value. Due to the high working temperatures, the

Kirov cp model is used. The implementation of both models have shown an increase

in high temperature devolatilisation dynamics and heating rate accuracy in addition

to an increase in modelling multi-peak rate volatile release accuracy by a factor of 5

when compared to the single kinetic rate model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

As the global population continues to increase, the strain put on the global economy

to adequately provide its needs has risen to near critical levels. A high product

demand coupled with increasing competition, has forced companies to produce goods

and services with little regard to environmental health in order to maintain a positive

net-gain. The global population reached 7.7 billion in mid-2019, and continues to

grow at a rate just below 1.1% per year on average thereby increasing the demand

for new settlements which increases demand for cement [9]. The emissions from

cement production have more then doubled in the last decade and now represent

5.8% of global CO2 released from fossil-fuel burning and cement production [10].

Cement process emissions peaked in 2014 at 1.51 ±0.12 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide

(GtCO2), with a slight decline in 2016 to 1.46± 0.12 GtCO2 [11]. With global cement

process emissions in 2018 being 1.50 ± 0.12 GtCO2, this is the equivalent to 4% of

the global emissions from fossil fuels [12].The CO2 emissions associated with cement

production come primarily from two sources: (i) the combustion of fossil fuels and

(ii) the release of CO2 as carbonates (largely CaCO3) decompose into oxides (mainly

lime, CaO) and CO2 as the raw cement mixture undergoes heating [12].
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1.2 Using open-source CFD software to model coal

devolatilisation

The implementation of CFD as an engineering tool has proven to be a cost effective

alternative to large scale industrial experiments, as simulations can be carried out

without disrupting industrial processes. Additionally, the flexibility offered by CFD

allows for different outcomes, such as process optimization, to be quickly accommo-

dated if certain parameters change thereby nullifying the initial optimum state. The

introduction of a new coal fuel type into a cement kiln serves as a good example for

instance. A focus of this thesis is to use the widely popular open-source CFD soft-

ware ”OpenFOAM” (OF) to accurately model the devolatilisation behaviour of coal

within a high temperature setting (mimicking a cement kiln environment), thereby

advancing the open-source coal research community in relation to the implementation

of advanced coal devolatilisation models within OpenFOAM.

1.3 The complexities surrounding coal

devolatilisation simulation

Carbonaceous fuels are a complex collection of organic polymers consisting of mainly

aromatic chains combined by hydrocarbons [3]. The thermal treatment of the coal

particle initiates the combustion process via the devolatilisation process. During par-

ticle devolatilisation gases are released and surround the particle, the combustion of

these gases radiates heat to the solid particle surface providing the necessary temper-

ature increase required for its ignition [3]. During this process the internal chemical

structure begins to interact with other structures within the coal particle changing

the size, shape and chemical make up of the particle [3]. The task of accurate coal

combustion simulation becomes increasingly complicated as the correct simplifications

must be determined in order to ensure that the complex behaviour can be approxi-

mated with a high degree of accuracy, while acknowledging that chemical and physical
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interactions within the coal particle are highly intertwined. The scope of this thesis

therefore will focus on the modelling of devolatilisation, a coal combustion precursor

and concurrent process using the OpenFOAM software. The devolatilisation of the

coal particle is a necessary step in initiating coal combustion and controlling volatile

release [3].

1.4 Modelling coal particle devolatilisation

The choice of devolatilisation models within OpenFOAM are rather limited, as there

are a considerable amount of coal devolatilisation models which are available however

but not implemented within OpenFOAM. These models will be further discussed in

Section 2.2. The limited models offered decrease modelling accuracy as other imple-

mentations are more equipped to handle high temperature, high heating rate, and/or

complex volatile release behaviour. This thesis will explore the current available coal

devolatilisation models used in CFD and assess their implementation potential within

OpenFOAM. Additionally, the particle cp model will be modified as it was shown to

be a secondary limiting factor in the accurate modelling of coal devolatilisation within

OpenFOAM, Section 3.1 further discusses the impact that heating rate has on de-

volatilisation. The choice of both devolatilisation and cp model has a great effect on

the overall model accuracy as devolatilisation is the outset for any chemical reactions

between the particle and the carrier phase, the volatile content released as well as the

initiation of particle combustion. As this implementation will be within the context

of furthering open-source research software while enabling higher quality devolatil-

isation modelling, a goal is to provide future users an accurate yet improved coal

devolatilisation model implementation with the appropriate sub-model modifications

to produce a final model that is easily optimized for a variety of coal types.
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1.5 Thesis objectives concerning advanced

devolatilisation model implementation

This thesis will first cover the introduction of an improved devolatilisation model for

modelling high temperature and high heating rates of coal particle devolatilisation to

represent conditions found within a cement kiln environment. The aim of this model

introduction will be to increase devolatilisation modelling accuracy thereby increasing

the accuracy of coal combustion modelling within OpenFOAM. The models imple-

mented should show a significant increase in modelling accuracy when used to describe

high temperature, high heating rate, and/or multi-peak rate devolatilisation of coal

particles. The implementation will be evaluated using the a simulation of the laminar

flow furnace experiment conducted by Kobayashi [1]. After the devolatilisation model

is implemented a coal particle cp model will be implemented, the aim of which is to al-

low the user to manipulate particle species mass fractions without altering the cp value

drastically. This model implementation will be tested using the aforementioned lam-

inar flow furnace experiment while adjusting the particle phase species to correspond

to the correct furnace temperature. The final model implementation verification will

use an optimization process to find kinetic parameters for the devolatilisation models

using multi-peak rate devolatilisation data. The aim of this optimization is to pro-

duce accurate kinetic parameters using a straight forward optimization protocol that

will allow future users the ability to model any coal type provided a kinetic analysis of

the coal is provided (Thermogravimetric (TGA) or Derivative of Thermogravimetric

Analysis (DTG)). Additionally, this test will assess the capability of the implemented

models to accurately model non-uniform asymmetric volatile release. To confirm this

modelling performance increase, a TGA analysis will be simulated allowing for the

comparison of the experimental data to the optimized and simulated data sets.
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Chapter 2

Devolatilisation Process and Modelling

2.1 Devolatilisation of coal

The gasification of carbonaceous fuels is a complex phenomenon involving the ther-

mal decomposition or chemical reaction of various organic polymers to convert these

solids into a gaseous phase. This thesis will focus on the thermal decomposition of the

carbonaceous fuel coal. Devolatilisation (or pyrolysis when in an inert atmosphere)

occurs concurrently with the gasification and combustion of coal (when reacted with

oxygen), combustion dealing with the reactions between char and oxygen while gasifi-

cation describes the reactions of non-oxygen gasses and char [3]. The devolatilisation

process involves several reactions as well as heat and mass transfer, resulting in the

release of mixtures of organic and inorganic gases and liquids from the particle to the

surrounding atmosphere [3]. During devolatilisation of coal three main fractions are

produced:

• Light gases, including H2, CO, CO2, H2O, CH4, etc.

• Tar, composed of heavy organic and inorganic molecules that escape the solid

matrix as gases and liquids in form of a mist

• Char, the remaining solid residue [3]

The devolatilisation process is vital for the combustion of the coal particle, as it
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is the ignition and rapid burning of the released gases surrounding the particle which

provide increased heat transfer to the particle necessary to initiate the combustion

process [3]. Before continuing on, a brief overview of the devolatilisation mechanism

is provided. The main steps of devolatilisation occur in the following manner:

1. Heating leads to expansion of the particle and partial release of small amounts

of gases trapped within particle pores.

2. Cracking or polymerization of large organic molecules of the coal or biomass

forms smaller structures, called metaplast.

3. Repolymerization by cross-linking of metaplast molecules occurs.

4. Gases and liquid components migrate to the surface. Parts of these are carried

by the gas stream described above.

5. During the trip to the surface, part of the liquid component is cracked to gases

that escape the particle, and another part suffers coking and stays within the

solid structure. In addition, reactions occur between the escaping gases and the

solid and liquid components within the particle pores and surface, leading to

more gases. [3]

To complete the simplified overview of devolatilisation within a coal particle, it

must be noted that the release of individual gases does not occur over a single stage,

some of them present several peaks of releasing rates over the duration of thermal

treatment [3]. Figure 2.1 is an example of a typical plot of the derivative of a thermo-

gravimetric analysis (DTG). The term ρ1000 is used to represent volatile content of the

particle and not the particle density. The non-symmetric peak of the plot is indicative

of a multi-peak rate volatile (lightweight gasses and tars) release behaviour occurring

at different temperature ranges. The bump in the rate release acceleration phase (be-

tween 500 - 600 K) indicates the peak release of a certain volatile (or volatiles), before

the particle peak volatile release rate at 600 K. This demonstrates the non-uniform
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release behaviour of volatiles during as particle devolatilisation occurs during thermal

treatment.

Figure 2.1: Typical derivative of volatile release against time obtained from thermo-

gravimetric (TG) analysis [3]

2.2 Current CFD devolatilisation models

The devolatilisation process is a crucial precursor in solid fuel combustion, therefore

several models have been proposed to model this complex process. The types of

devolatilisation models can be broken into two groups: global models and structural

models. Global models tend to model the devolatilisation process using generalised

expressions that rely on a reduced set of chemical reactions [13], the majority of these

model types fall under the following categories: one-step kinetic [14] [15] [16], dual-

competing rate kinetic [1], multiple kinetic rate [17] and distributed activation energy

models (DAEM) [18]. Each model uses a variation of the one-step kinetic rate model,

the model name indicating the number of parallel first order Arrhenius reactions found

in each variation. The distributed rate model differing from the others by using a

series of Arrhenius reactions with a ”distribution of activation energies around a mean
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activation energy value” [17]. Structural models employ a more detailed modelling

approach by accounting for the decomposition of the coal matrix during coal particle

heat up. These models require coal-specific analytical data to employ the models

correctly [13]. Examples of structural models include the chemical percolation model

(CPD) by Fletcher et al. [19], the FLASHCHAIN model by Niksa [20], and the

function group, depolymerisation, vaporisation, and cross-linking (FG-DVC) model

by Solomon et al. [21]. These models are based on the assumption that coal chemical

structure parameters are capable of predicting the devolatilisation process, volatile

yields, and the structure of coal under various devolatilisation conditions [13].

2.2.1 One-step kinetic model

Examining the one-step kinetic models is a good starting point to global modelling

as they are the building blocks of the various other model types, with these mod-

els containing more optimizable parameters to more accurately describe particle de-

volatilisation. The single kinetic rate model (2.1) has been utilized by Yamamoto et

al. [14], Biagini and Tognotti [15], and Anthony and Howard [16], to describe coal

devolatilisation. It is based on ”the assumption that the rate of devolatilisation is

proportional to the volatile matter that is released” [13]; it also serves as the basis as

which to compare the other more heavily modified versions.

dmV

dt
= k (mV −mV,0) (2.1)

Where k is:

k = A · e−
E

RTp (2.2)

mV,0 is the normalized mass of the volatiles on a dry ash-free (DAF) basis, A and

E are the pre-exponential factor and activation energy respectively, Tp is the particle

temperature, R is the universal gas constant, and mV is the asymptotic value of mV,0

as time proceeds to infinity beginning at a value of 0 initially [22]. The DAF mass is
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found by performing a proximate analysis, whereby the sample is heated at 378 K first

to remove all moisture, then heated at 1300 K within an inert atmosphere to expel

and measure volatile matter, then exposing the sample to oxygen to establish the

fixed carbon content, and lastly, the ash content is obtained from the ratio between

the residual mass from combustion and the original mass of the sample [3].

2.2.2 Dual-competing rate model

The dual-competing kinetic rate model proposed by Kobayashi was created to increase

the accuracy of devolatilisation modelling under rapid heating conditions (104 - 2x105

K · s−1), high temperature furnaces (1000 - 2100 K) [4], multi-peak volatile release

and to allow for a varying final yield as a function of heating rate [22].

k1 = A1 e
−E1/RT (2.3)

k2 = A2 e
−E2/RT (2.4)

The model employs two first-order competing reactions, the first (2.3) being dom-

inant at lower temperatures leading to an asymptotic volatile yield [13], where, A, is

the pre-exponential factor and, E, is the activation energy. The second (2.4) used at

higher temperatures, becoming the dominant reaction therefore requiring the activa-

tion energy of the second term (E2) to be larger than the first (E1). As a consequence

volatile production past the first reactions asymptotic yield is allowed, resulting in

larger volatile yields [1].

dmV1

dt
= a1k1

dmc

dt
(2.5)

dmV2

dt
= a2k2

dmc

dt
(2.6)
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dmc

dt
= (k1 + k2)mc (2.7)

The volatile yield is described by (2.5) and (2.6). The terms a1 and a2 are the

asymptotic values of weight loss at a relative low and high temperature, also denoting

the volatile and residue yield (char) at respective temperature ranges [1]. For the low

temperature weight loss value, a1 is equal to the volatile yield while ”1 - a1” is

the residual yield with a1 set to the initial DAF volatile mass fraction based on the

proximate analysis. For the high temperature equation, a2 is set to 1, indicating a high

volatile yield without any residual yield (no char is produced). The aforementioned

equations use the change in the DAF mass of the coal particle (2.7) to describe volatile

release.

4W =
mV1 +mV2

mc,0

=

∫ tf

0

(a1k1 + a2k2) e
−

∫ tf
0 (k1+k2) dt dt (2.8)

The overall weight loss is expressed by combining and integrating equations (2.5)

and (2.6) to form (2.8), the result of which gives the final equation for the dual-

competing kinetic rate devolatilisation model. In the equations above m denotes the

dry-ash-free mass of either the coal or the volatiles dependant upon subscript.

2.2.3 Kobayashi laminar flow furnace test

The laminar flow furnace test data of bituminous coals are being used as a calibration

data set for the implemented dual-competing rate devolatilisation model in Section

2.2.2 [1]. The test apparatus itself is akin to a cement kiln environment by way of

fine coal particles being injected at a pre-determined feed-rate and velocity into a

high temperature chamber whereby the coal particles will undergo rapid devolatili-

sation. The biggest difference here being the scale of a kiln burner in comparison to

the experimental furnace and that an inert environment is used, nonetheless, particle

behaviour is comparable. The laminar flow furnace (Figure 2.2) can achieve heating

rates from 104 - 2x105 K/sec, and has a temperature range of 1000 to 2100 K [1].
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Particle residence time within the furnace is short: at 1000K a particle experiences a

residence time of approximately 200 ms followed by rapid quenching at a rate of ∼106

K/sec [1]. The experiments are conducted using a modified ASTRO model 1000A

graphite furnace shown in Figure 2.2. When carrying out experiments, coal particles

are injected into the test chamber via a stainless steel water cooled injector positioned

in the center of the honeycomb flow rectifier, this can be seen in Figure 2.2 [1]. The

experiment utilized preset flow rates corresponding to varying experimental temper-

atures presented in Table 2.1. Under normal experimental operating conditions, the

coal feed rate is set to 0.15 gm/min (2.5x10−6 kg/sec), injected particles had a mean

diameter of 5.75x10−5 m. The pressure within the furnace is kept at 2 in H2O above

atmospheric pressure (' 101,823 Pa).

FT G S CG AG ACG Re

(K) (L/s) (L/s) (cc/min) (m/s) (m/s)

1000 0.49 0.25 40 0.81 0.60 420

1260 0.49 0.25 48 1.02 0.72 360

1510 1.16 0.50 15 2.88 0.22 760

Table 2.1: Laminar flow furnace set up (FT: Furnace temperature; G: Main gas flow

rate; S: Suction flow rate; CG: Carrier gas flow rate; AG: Average main gas velocity;

ACG: Average carrier gas velocity; Re: Main gas Reynolds No.) [1]

2.3 OpenFOAM devolatilisation models

The Lagrangian particle library contains three devolatilisation models. These stan-

dard models are found in the list below, the sections following will cover each in more

detail.

1. NoDevolatilisation

2. ConstantRateDevolatilisation
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Figure 2.2: Laminar flow furnace schematics [4]

3. SingleKineticRateDevolatilisation

The NoDevolatilisation model is used to deactivate the devolatilisation model

during a simulation and thus warrants no further explanation.

2.3.1 ConstantRateDevolatilisation model

The ConstantRateDevolatilisation model uses a constant rate in the form of a linear

function to describe devolatilisation behaviour. The mass transferred to the carrier
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phase from the particle is described by (2.9).

dmV,i

dt
= B ·mV,i,0 (2.9)

Where, B, is the constant rate (s−1) and, mV,i,0 is the initial volatile mass of the

individual gaseous volatile species as mass loss is calculated separately for each specie.

2.3.2 SingleKineticRateDevolatilisation model

The single kinetic rate devolatilisation equation of particle mass transfer to the carrier

phase is described by (2.10).

dmV,i

dt
= k ·mV,i (2.10)

Where k is the Arrhenius reaction rate constant:

k = A · e−
E

RTp (2.11)

Where, mV,i, is the current remaining volatile mass of the individual species, A

and E are the pre-exponential factor and activation energy respectively, Tp is the

particle temperature, and R is the universal gas constant. The mass loss for each

gaseous volatile species is calculated separately.

2.4 Implementation of the dual-competing rate model

in OpenFOAM

The original dual-competing rate implementation by Kobayashi, equated the volatile

mass loss to the DAF mass of the coal particle [1]. To implement the dual-competing

rate model into OpenFOAM, the mass term must be modified from the original

Kobayashi equation [1], as the mass loss for the DAF is based on an exponential

term. Integrating 2.7, the DAF mass at time t can be found in (2.12).
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mc = mc,0 e
−

∫ tf
0 (k1+k2) dt (2.12)

This configuration models volatile mass loss by the exponential, whereas in Open-

FOAM it is calculated incrementally per iteration. Using the coal DAF mass equa-

tion (used by Kobayashi [1]) would provide the equation with a different mass than

the OpenFOAM routine would have calculated during the prior iteration leading to

unwanted model behaviour. To solve this, the DAF gaseous volatile mass is used

thereby requiring modification of (2.5) and (2.6) for implementation in OpenFOAM.

The result is given by (2.15).

dmV1,i

dt
= a1k1 mV,i (2.13)

dmV2,i

dt
= a2k2 mV,i (2.14)

d(mV1,i +mV2,i)

dt
= (a1k1 + a2k2)mV,i (2.15)

Here mV,i is the DAF volatile mass for individual volatiles within the coal particle.

Equations (2.13) and (2.14) represent the low temperature and high temperature

volatile yields, respectively. The DAF volatile weight loss is expressed by integrating

(2.15) to form (2.16).

mV1,i +mV2,i =

∫ tf

0

(a1k1 + a2k2)mV,i dt (2.16)

2.5 Comparison of model selection

The dual-competing rate model was implemented in OpenFOAM to accurately model

high temperature and heating rate devolatilisation, while improving the modelling of

multi-peak volatile release rates. Additionally, out of the following models discussed
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below, it requires the least amount of optimization out of the global models (except

for the single kinetic rate model), and compared to the structural models requires the

minimum amount of devolatilisation data to produce results of similar accuracy to the

structural models (provided it is modified from the original Kobayashi version) [22].

The aforementioned OpenFOAM models struggle to properly model devolatilisation

conditions, the constant rate being a crude approximation of devolatilisation. The

single kinetic rate used in the base, unmodified form, can be used to model com-

plex devolatilisation behaviour however the multi-peak volatile release will produce

asymmetric DTG analyses making exact modelling of the process difficult without

modifications to the (single kinetic rate) model [3].

The multi-rate model [17] and DAEM model [3] both use multiple parallel first

order reactions. This can greatly increase the number of optimizable parameters de-

pendent on the total number of parallel reactions, thereby increasing the optimization

complexity. The DAEM ”requires extensive numerical discretization procedure for

solving the required parameters” on top of multiple parallel reactions [17]. Concerns

have been raised over the simplifications in solving the DAEM by Alonso et al. who

demonstrated that the isokinetic effect cannot be neglected during the simplification,

as it involves a relationship between the pre-exponential factor and the activation

energy [23]. Additionally, the use of a constant pre-exponential factor when the func-

tion accountable for the distribution of activation energies, spreads over a wide range

has been criticized [24].

Structural models come as a direct result of improved coal chemical analysis tech-

niques, with examples such pyrolysis mass spectrometry, high-resolution chromatog-

raphy, 13C-NMR spectroscopy techniques used to analyze coal particles. As these

models are based on the chemical structure of coal, the various in-depth parame-

ters required to accurately model coal devolatilisation must be found using 13C-NMR

spectroscopy, however correlations have been found by Genetti and Fletcher to pro-

vide the needed parameters when 13C-NMR data is not available [25]. It is important

to note that Genetti and Fletcher emphasize that ”correlations are not an adequate
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replacement of 13C-NMR analysis of coal” [25].

Figure 2.3: Typical tar yield graph [3]

A notable difference between the structural models and the dual-competing rate

model is the modelling of coal tar parameters. The structural models have included

tar modelling into their respective models using parameters found by 13C-NMR spec-

troscopy. Tar yields tend not to follow a smooth sigmoidal curve as shown in Figure

2.3. A maximum yield is presented before stabilizing (this is due to secondary re-

actions breaking down the tar [26]) as a result first order kinetics struggle to model

it appropriately. It should be noted that ”there is no consensus regarding what tar

is, and the boundary between tar and other chemical components is a matter of

choice” [3]. Therefore further investigation of tar species could allow for accurate

modelling of tar ”sub-species” using first order kinetics by breaking down the tar

components in to several sub-species.

The implementation of the dual-competing rate model aims to increase the de-

volatilisation model accuracy above the current OpenFOAM devolatilisation models

offered. Additionally, the dual-competing rate model can produce model data sets

equivalent in accuracy to the newer structural model types provided modifications are

made to the original equation (2.8) [22]. The simplified dual-competing rate model
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also allows for a larger variety of coal to be used instead of needing in-depth chemical

analysis of particular coal species. To validate the model implementation, the laminar

flow furnace will be used using the standard OpenFOAM coal combustion tutorial

phase species mass fractions (found in Table 3.2) as initial conditions for the coal

particle. This is done to avoid affecting other models which may rely on said initial

conditions (such as the particle cp model).
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Chapter 3

Specific Heat Modelling

The heating rate of a particle can have a large effect on the devolatilisation process,

therefore the specific heat (cp) model used to represent the particle must accurately

describe particle heating behaviour. The current particle specific heat (cp) model

implemented within OpenFOAM calculates the cp value of a particle using a weighted

average of the the gas, liquid, and solid phases species cp values. The particle therefore

is highly susceptible to changes in the cp value if the phase and/or phase species

mass fractions values are altered from the given values within the OpenFOAM coal

combustion tutorial simplifiedSiwek. Implementing an alternate cp model will allow

the user to manipulate the initial particle mass fractions while maintaining realistic

cp values for the particle.

3.1 Effect of heating rate on coal particle

devolatilisation

This section aims to provide a brief overview of the potential the heating rate has

to effect devolatilisation. It should be noted that there are many co-factors which

influence devolatilisation and/or heating rate that will not be discussed but possess

equal potential to alter the final outcome of particle devolatilisation. To begin with,

the largest influence heating rate has on the particle is its ability to increase or
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decease the amount of primary and secondary reactions allowed to take place. A

higher heating rate results in an increased release of volatile matter as the particle

swells and bridges break, this in turn increases the internal pressure within the particle

resulting in a higher pressure gradient from core to surface facilitating a higher volatile

release rate [27]. The increased release rate causes the volatile matter residence time

within the particle to decrease, which decreases the ability for the secondary gas-

solid reactions to occur [28]. Furthermore, Anthony et al. determined that the final

temperature at which devolatilisation occurs dictates volatile yield, and therefore it

is possible to produce a final yield greater than that of the proximate analysis [29].

Proximate analyses are determined via a slow heating rate to a temperature of 1223 K

and a total pyrolysis time of 7 min [30], thereby producing a volatile matter content

appropriate to that temperature. Additionally, the particle size plays a large role

in total volatile release and heating rate, as the size of the particle will determine

whether a heat gradient is present within the particle or not (particles with a diameter

over 100 µm tend to present heat gradients) [28]. Anthony et al. concluded that

the heating rate determines the amount of secondary rate reactions, which in turn

are responsible for the variations in volatile yields [29]. Therefore, the cp model

chosen will be responsible for providing an accurate heating rate behaviour of the

particle in response to the ambient temperature, facilitating the accurate modelling

of devolatilisation.

3.2 Coal particle specific heat models

Modelling of the cp value as a function of temperature has been achieved with varying

degrees of accuracy by Merrick [31], Richardson [32], Kirov [33] and Postrzednik [34].

Each researcher has modelled the cp value of a coal particle as it undergoes the

devolatilisation process due to the addition of heat energy. The temperature range

that certain models can successfully cover is vital for further consideration within the

scope of this thesis. The Richardson and Postrzednik models are only valid for low
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temperature devolatilisation (< 600K) and therefore will be omitted [34]. For the

purposes of high temperature coal devolatilisation, the models by Kirov and Merrick

are the most desirable as their range extends above 1500 K. Tomeczek and Palugniok

conducted constant rate heating experiments on coal samples to monitor the cp value

change during the course of the experiment [5].

Figure 3.1: Specific heat capacity of different coals scaled by initial mass. Coals:

(−©−) Czeczot; (4 −· ·−) Boleslaw Śmialy; (—5—) Rydultowy; (+−·−) Wawel;

(· · • · ·) Gliwice; (· − −·) anthracite [5]

Figure 3.1 shows the experimental data of coal particle cp values collected for 25

mg coal samples heated at a heating rate of 60 K/min within a helium atmosphere [5].

Figure 3.2 displays experimental data collected by Tomeczek and Palugniok plotted

against the model data provided by the Kirov and Merrick models respectively [5].

The Kirov model tends to underpredict the cp value both during heating and after

the peak cp while the Merrick model will more accurately predict the cp value initially
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but begins to overpredict at temperature above 500 °C, then seriously underpredicts

the value at higher temperatures. These behaviours were replicated by Strezov et

al. [6], who studied the effect of heating rate on the thermal properties of bituminous

coal samples.

Figure 3.2: Comparison of the experimental specific heat capacity of the Wawel coal

( +−·− ) with that calculated by the Kirov ( −−− ) and Merrick ( —— ) models [5]

The data collected by Strezov et al. using a TGA analysis (thermal property

measurements are accurate to approximately ±2%) is compared to the Kirov and

Merrick models in Figure 3.3. An improved model behaviour is displayed, where the

Merrick model over predicts the cp value while the Kirov model under predicts the

beginning but stays closer to the actual cp value of the coal particle in the later portion

of the experiment. The peak in particle cp value at the temperature range of 500 to

600 °C is due to endothermic secondary reactions followed by a trough at 800 °C due

to an exothermic contraction of the particle [6]. Tomeczek and Palugniok concluded

that the Merrick model is able to predict the experimental results up to temperatures

of 700 °C ”provided certain coal characteristics are known, in other cases the Kirov
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Model is advised” [5]. The scope of this thesis is focused on the improvement of high

temperature devolatilisation modelling accuracy, therefore the Kirov model will be

implemented due to its higher accuracy when predicting coal particle cp values at

high temperatures (>700 K).

Figure 3.3: Comparison of the experimental specific heat capacity of bituminous coal

with that calculated by the Kirov and Merrick models [6]

3.3 The Kirov model

The Kirov model calculates the coal particles effective cp value using a weighted sum

of the fixed carbon and volatile matter using on their respective DAF mass fractions.

The cp value for the fixed carbon matter is calculated using (3.1) [34].

cp(FC)
= (−0.218 + 3.807 · 10−3 Tp − 1.758 · 10−6 T 2

p ) · 1000 (3.1)

Kirov model uses two volatile matter types are used to represent the volatiles

released at low and high temperatures respectively. The low temperature volatiles

are represented by the primary volatile equation (3.2), while the high temperature

volatiles are represented by the secondary volatile equation (3.3).
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cp(V P )
= (0.728 + 3.391 · 10−3 Tp ) · 1000 (3.2)

cp(V S)
= (2.273 + 2.554 · 10−3 Tp ) · 1000 (3.3)

The final implementation uses the particle mass fractions of the fixed carbon and

volatile matter on a DAF basis to calculate a weighted sum. Using the DAF mass

fractions, the secondary volatile matter will contain up to 10% of the total volatile

mass fraction, with the rest of the mass fraction assumed to be primary [34]. For

example if the total DAF volatile mass fraction is 36%, the primary volatile mass

fraction would be 26% while the secondary mass fraction make up the remaining 10%.

Once the volatile content drops below 10%, it is assumed there are only secondary

volatiles present [34]. The final implementation of the Kirov cp model uses a weighted

sum of the cp values calculated for the fixed carbon and volatile matter (3.4).

cp(K)
= YFCDAF

· cp(FC)
+ YV PDAF

· cp(V P )
+ YV SDAF

· cp(V S)
(3.4)

Where YFCDAF
is the DAF mass fraction of the fixed carbon content and YV PDAF

and YV SDAF
are the DAF mass fractions for the primary and secondary volatile matter

content respectively.

3.4 Analysis of the OpenFOAM specific heat model

utilized by Lagrangian particles

The cp calculation in OpenFOAM takes place over two steps, beginning with the

CpEff() function calling the Cp() function. The Cp() function calculates the cp value

of each phase specie using a 7-coefficient NASA polynomial [35]. The Cp() function

then calculates the cp value for each phase using a weighted average based on the

mass fractions of the individual species within each phase. The calculated phase cp
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values are passed to the CpEff() function and summed once more using a weighted

average of the individual phase mass fractions to calculate the final effective particle

cp value. Note that the Cp() function is also used to calculate the particle enthalpy

and sensible enthalpy. Further discussion of these models is beyond the scope of this

thesis. The implementation of a new cp model will not affect the Cp() function, it will

instead correct the effective particle cp value by bypassing the function. A flow chart

describing the original cp calculation within OpenFOAM can be seen in Figure 3.4,

the source code for the Cp() and the CpEff() functions can be found in the Appendix

in Sections A and B respectively.

CpEff()

Cp()

YH2O·CpH2O

YCH4·CpCH4

YH2·CpH2

YCO2·CpCO2

YCO·CpCO

YC ·CpC

YAsh·CpAsh

CpLIQCpGAS CpSLD

CpEff()

YGAS·CpGAS + YLIQ·CpLIQ + YSLD·CpSLD

Figure 3.4: Flow chart of the OpenFOAM coal particle cp calculation
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3.5 Limitations of current cp model implemented

within OpenFOAM

Using the tutorial values for the coal particle phase and phase species mass fractions

(found in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 respectively) produces realistic cp values for the coal

particle. As the cp value of the particle will determine the particles heating rate, its

value will influence the total mass of phase species released during devolatilisation,

combustion, surface reaction and/or evaporation (dependant on which models are

included) due to particle temperature. The implementation strategy found in Figure

3.4 causes the calculated cp value to fluctuate wildly, when changes are made to the

initial mass fractions deviating from the original OpenFOAM tutorial values found

in the OpenFOAM simplifiedSiwek tutorial (Tables 3.2 & 3.1).

Phase Mass Fraction

Gas 0.211

Liquid 0.026

Solid 0.763

Table 3.1: Phase Mass Fractions of simplifiedSiwek Tutorial

Gas YGAS,x Liquid YLIQ,x Solid YSLD,x

CH4 0.604 H2O 1.0 Ash 0.136304

H2 0.099 Cfixed 0.863696

CO2 0.297

Table 3.2: Specie Mass Fractions of simplifiedSiwek OpenFOAM Tutorial

The tutorial case operates at 400 K and by using an ignition source of 2000 K,

particles reach a maximum temperature of 800 K. The experiments done by Zhang

et al. [2] demonstrate the relationship between temperature and total volatile gas

production, which is further corroborated by the findings of Anthony et al. [29]. The
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experiments simulating high temperature coal devolatilisation operate at furnace tem-

peratures well above 1000 K and therefore require the phase and specie mass fractions

to be modified appropriately to reflect this. However, the current cp model imple-

mented produces unrealistic cp values when altering the mass fractions, in particular

the gaseous phase as species such as H2 have a significantly larger cp when compared

to other particle species thereby having a great effect on the final particle cp value.

This major flaw in the current model prevents accurate simulation at higher tem-

peratures due to the need for unrealistic mass fraction values to produce realistic cp

values. The experimental temperature at which the particle devolatises has a signifi-

cant effect on the final mass fractions of the volatile matter produced, in addition to

any tar production (currently not included in coal combustion solver).

Figure 3.5: The composition of lightweight volatile gasses as a function of pyrolysis

temperature (Shenhua #2 bitumionus coal) [2].

Figure 3.5 displays the result of the experiments carried out by Zhang et al.

whereby a change in the lightweight volatile gas composition can be seen with varying

pyrolysis temperatures for bituminous coal particles of < 75 µm diameter [2]. To

collect the volatile data, a 3.5 g coal sample is loaded into a quartz vessel and placed

within the tube furnace away from the heated region of the furnace as shown in

Figure 3.6 [2]. The furnace is flushed with N2 and heated to the desired temperature

at a rate of 5 °C/min, when the desired temperature is reached, the quartz vessel
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is shifted into the heated section of the furnace which heats the coal sample to the

desired furnace temperature (a 10 second heat up period is needed to reach ambient

temperature) [2].

Figure 3.6: Schematic of tube furnace used by Zhang et al. [2]

Figure 3.5 clearly shows the relationship between the pyrolysis temperature and

the final mass fraction content of both tar and lightweight volatile gasses. As the cp

of coal is a product of the chemical structure of the coal particle itself, the cp value

of the particle should not be so drastically influenced. The release of volatiles from

the coal particle will affect the cp value of the particle as primary and secondary

reactions occur, however the initial coal particle model should have a similar cp value

regardless of simulation temperature and final volatile mass fraction. Therefore the

cp model should allow the input of correct phase and specie mass fractions correlating

to specific temperatures as initial conditions to accurately reflect experimental data

and not drastically alter the effective particle cp value.

The implementation of the Kirov cp model aims to accurately model the cp during

particle heating and throughout the devolatilisation period. The other models looked

at in this analysis perform similarly during the initial stages of particle heating (<600

K), however once this temperature is surpassed modelling accuracy varies [34]. The

Kirov model, which slightly underpredicts at lower temperatures (<700 K) [34], has

the best performance compared to the other models when high temperature (>973

K) devolatilisation is concerned [5]. The importance of having an accurate particle

cp model that allows for mass fraction manipulation should not be understated, as it

controls the accuracy of other particle temperature based models.
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Chapter 4

Implementation of Advanced

Devolatilisation and Specific Heat Models

within OpenFOAM

The following sections cover the details of creating a separate OpenFOAM solver

and sub-directory copies for the user. In this study the OpenFOAM version 1806 is

used. Any line beginning with the ’$’ symbol followed by a white space is used to

signify that the line is to be entered in the terminal all as one command. Due to

space constraints, a continuing line will use the ’...’ marker to signify the command

continues onto the next line. Additionally, the term ’USER’ is used as a stand in

for the users actual name, this must be modified when executing the command. The

modified source code is available on GitHub:

https://github.com/chrisFruit/2019MasterThesis

4.1 Creating a user copy of the intermediate

sub-directory

To implement the new models alongside the main source code a copy of the inter-

mediate sub-directory within the lagrangian directory should be made. The

intermediate directory contains all the necessary sub-models that will be modified
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to implement the new models. The steps below outline the creation and needed

modifications of the user sub-library.

1. Create the new directories within the user project directory. If a user direc-

tory has not been created this step will create both a user directory given the

name USER-v1806 within the OpenFOAM directory and the intermediate sub-

directory (part of the lagrangian directory) within it.

$ mkdir -p $WM PROJECT USER DIR/src/lagrangian

2. Copy the intermediate sub-library into the lagrangian directory.

$ cp -r $FOAM SRC/lagrangian/intermediate $WM PROJECT...

USER DIR/src/lagrangian/

3. Compile the new library.

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/lagrangian/intermediate

$ wclean & wmake -j

4.2 Creating a user copy of the

coalChemistryFoam solver

A user copy of the coalChemistryFoam solver is created in the user’s project directory.

The following steps outline this procedure.

1. Create an applications directory within $WM PROJECT USER DIR/ and copy

the coalChemistryFoam directory into the application directory.

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/

$ mkdir applications

$ cp -r $FOAM SOLVERS/lagrangian/coalChemistryFoam/ $WM...

PROJECT USER DIR/applications/

2. Rename the solver.
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$ cd appplications/

$ mv coalChemistryFoam/ coalFoam/

3. Rename the solver’s source file.

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/applications/coalFoam/

$ mv coalChemistryFoam.C coalFoam.C

4. Modify the location and the name of the executable file within files found

in the Make/ directory.

$ sed -i ’s/coalChemistryFoam/coalFoam/g’ Make/files

$ sed -i ’s/FOAM APPBIN/FOAM USER APPBIN/g’ Make/files

5. Modify the following line within the options file found in the Make/ direc-

tory to access the user copy of the lagrangian directory.

-I$(LIB SRC)/lagrangian/intermediate/lnInclude \

to

-I/home/USER NAME/OpenFOAM/USER-v1806/src...

/lagrangian/intermediate/lnInclude \

6. Compile the new library.

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/applications/coalFoam/

$ wclean & wmake -j

4.3 Creating the dual-competing rate

devolatilisation model using the single kinetic

rate devolatilisation model

The dual-competing rate devolatilisation model was implemented using the singleKinet-

icRateDevolatilisation model as a base template. The following steps outline the mod-

ifications needed to create the dual-competing rate devolatilisation model. Please note

that these changes were made within the user copy of the Lagrangian directory.
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4.3.1 Setting up the new devolatilisation model

The steps below describe to the user how to create a copy of the old devolatilisation

model and prepare it for modification.

1. A copy the SingleKineticRateDevolatilisation/ directory must be

made.

$ cd lagrangian/intermediate/submodels/ReactingMultiphase...

/Devolatilisation/

$ cp -r SingleKineticRateDevolatilisation/ DualCompeting...

RateDevolatilisation/

2. Rename the header and source files appropriately.

$ cd DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation/

$ mv SingleKineticRateDevolatilisation.C DualCompeting...

RateDevolatilisation.C

$ mv SingleKineticRateDevolatilisation.H DualCompeting...

RateDevolatilisation.H

3. All mentions of the previous model must be replaced with the new solver name,

this is done using the sed command

$ sed -i ’s/SingleKineticRate/DualCompetingRate/g’ Dual...

CompetingRateDevolatilisation.C

$ sed -i ’s/SingleKineticRate/DualCompetingRate/g’ Dual...

CompetingRateDevolatilisation.H

$ sed -i ’s/singleKineticRate/dualCompetingRate/g’ Dual...

CompetingRateDevolatilisation.C

$ sed -i ’s/singleKineticRate/dualCompetingRate/g’ Dual...

CompetingRateDevolatilisation.H

4. Include and define the new model within the

makeReactingMultiphaseParcelDevolatilisationModels.H
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file found in the intermediate/parcels/include/ directory. This is

shown in listing 4.1.

Listing 4.1: Modifications to makeReactingMultiphaseParcelDevolatilisationModels.H

33 {
34 # include " ConstantRateDevolatilisation .H"
35 # include " NoDevolatilisation .H"
36 # include " SingleKineticRateDevolatilisation .H"
37 # include " DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation .H"
38

39 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
40

41 # define makeReactingMultiphaseParcelDevolatilisationModels ( CloudType ) \
42 \
43 makeDevolatilisationModel ( CloudType ); \
44 makeDevolatilisationModelType ( ConstantRateDevolatilisation , CloudType ); \
45 makeDevolatilisationModelType ( NoDevolatilisation , CloudType ); \
46 makeDevolatilisationModelType \
47 ( \
48 SingleKineticRateDevolatilisation , \
49 CloudType \
50 ); \
51 makeDevolatilisationModelType \
52 ( \
53 DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation , \
54 CloudType \
55 );
56 }

4.3.2 Modification of dual competing rate devolatilisation

model source code

The following section shows the modifications made to the previously set up model

source code. This section only outlines changes made to the source file, the modified

header file is found in the Appendix (Section D). The listing below outlines the

implementation of the dual competing rate model and the addition of the necessary

kinematic parameters. The complete source code can be found in the Appendix

(Section C).

1. To begin modification, navigate to DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation.C within

user lagrangian directory.
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$ cd lagrangian/intermediate/submodels/ReactingMultiphase...

/Devolatilisation/

2. Replace the single kinetic rate equation seen in listing 4.2 with the dual com-

peting rate equation (2.16) and expand the kinetic parameter list as seen in

listing 4.3.

3. Clean and compile both the intermediate directory then the coalFoam solver.

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/src/lagrangian/intermediate

$ wclean & wmake -j

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/applications/coalFoam

$ wclean & wmake -j

Listing 4.2: DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation.C - Before modification

122 // Model coefficients
123 const scalar A1 = volatileData [i]. A1 ();
124 const scalar E = volatileData [i].E ();
125

126 // Kinetic rate
127 const scalar kappa = A1 ∗ exp(−E/( RR∗T ));
128

129 // Mass transferred from particle to carrier gas phase
130 dMassDV [id] = min (dt ∗ kappa ∗ massVolatile , massVolatile );

Listing 4.3: DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation.C - Modified

122 // Model coefficients
123 const scalar a1 = volatileData [i]. a1 ();
124 const scalar A1 = volatileData [i]. A1 ();
125 const scalar E1 = volatileData [i]. E1 ();
126

127 const scalar a2 = volatileData [i]. a2 ();
128 const scalar A2 = volatileData [i]. A2 ();
129 const scalar E2 = volatileData [i]. E2 ();
130

131 // Kinetic Rates
132 const scalar k1 = A1 ∗ exp(−E1 /( RR ∗T ));
133 const scalar k2 = A2 ∗ exp(−E2 /( RR ∗T ));
134

135 // Mass transferred from particle to carrier gas phase
136 dMassDV [id] = min (( a1 ∗k1 + a2 ∗k2 )∗ massVolatile ∗dt , massVolatile );
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4.4 Implementing the Kirov cp Model

The ReactingMultiphaseParcel.C contains the CpEff() function which calls the Cp()

function. Modification of the CpEff() function is needed to implement the Kirov

model and bypass the original OpenFOAM cp model calculating the effective particle

cp value.

4.4.1 Modification of source code to implement Kirov model

The implementation of the Kirov model will bypass the original Cp() function used

to calculate the cp value for the particle phases found within the CompositionModel.C

source file. The Cp() function will no longer be called when calculating the cp value

however it remains active as it is needed for other calculations. The complete modified

source code file can be found in the Appendix (Section E with the Kirov model defined

between lines #58-95). Listing 4.5 below outlines the Kirov model implementation

within the ReactingMultiphaseParcel.C file.

1. To begin modification navigate to ReactingMultiphaseParcel.C within user la-

grangian library.

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/src/lagrangian/intermediate...

/parcels/Template/ReactingMultiphaseParcel/

2. Replace the CpEff() function in the original implementation seen in listing 4.4

to that found in listing 4.5.

3. Modify the LIB search path within Make/files of the intermediate di-

rectory.

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/src/lagrangian/intermediate/

$ sed -i ’s/FOAM LIBBIN/FOAM USER LIBBIN/g’ Make/files

4. Clean and compile both the intermediate directory then the coalFoam

solver.

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/src/lagrangian/intermediate
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$ wclean & wmake -j

$ cd $WM PROJECT USER DIR/applications/coalFoam

$ wclean & wmake -j

Listing 4.4: OpenFOAM CpEff() function within ReactingMultiphaseParcel.C

57 {
58 return
59 this−>Y [ GAS ]∗ cloud . composition (). Cp(idG , YGas , p, T)
60 + this−>Y [ LIQ ]∗ cloud . composition (). Cp(idL , YLiquid , p, T)
61 + this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ cloud . composition (). Cp(idS , YSolid , p, T);
62 }

Listing 4.5: Kirov Model implemented within ReactingMultiphaseParcel.C

57 {
58 // Kirov Model Implementation
59

60 // Calculating DAF mass fraction
61 // Ash must be in second position within constant / coalCloud1Properties file
62 const scalar massFractionDAF = this−>Y [ GAS ] + this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ YSolid [0];
63

64 // DAF Mass Fraction of Gaseous Volatile Matter
65 const scalar Y VM = this−>Y [ GAS ]/ massFractionDAF ;
66

67 // DAF Mass Fraction of Fixed Carbon
68 const scalar Y FC = (this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ YSolid [0])/ massFractionDAF ;
69

70 // Cp of Fixed Carbon
71 const scalar Cp FC = (−0.218 + (3.807 e−3)∗T − (1.758 e−6)∗T∗T )∗1000;
72

73 // Cp of Primary and Secondary Volatiles
74 const scalar Cp VM1 = (0.728 + (3.391 e−3)∗T )∗1000;
75 const scalar Cp VM2 = (2.273 + (2.554 e−3)∗T )∗1000;
76

77 // Calculating Particle Cp Value
78 // Fixed Carbon Calculation
79 scalar Cp Kirov = 0.0;
80 Cp Kirov += Y FC ∗ Cp FC ;
81

82 // Primary and Secondary Volatiles Calculation
83 // Condition : Secondary contains max . of 0.1 of total gaseous VM
84 if ( Y VM > 0.1)
85 {
86 Cp Kirov += ( Y VM −0.1)∗ Cp VM1 + 0.1∗ Cp VM2 ;
87 }
88 else if ( Y VM <= 0.1 && Y VM > 0)
89 {
90 Cp Kirov += Y VM ∗ Cp VM2 ;
91 }
92 else if ( Y VM <= 0)
93 {
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94 Cp Kirov += 0;
95 }
96

97 return Cp Kirov ;
98 }
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Chapter 5

Simulation Set-up Details

The following section covers the details regarding both the experimental and simu-

lation setup, mesh construction and the simulations conditions for both the laminar

flow furnace used by Kobayashi [1] and the TGA testing done by Das [8]. The ki-

netic parameter optimization program created using MATLAB is also reviewed. The

modified source code for the simulation set ups is available on GitHub:

https://github.com/chrisFruit/2019MasterThesis

5.1 OpenFOAM solver theory

The simulations will be run using the OpenFOAM solver coalChemistryFoam. This

solver is used to solve compressible, turbulent flows with coal or limestone particles,

an energy source, and combustion. The scope of this thesis looks at implementing

models that will directly effect particle heating and mass loss, this section highlights

the key equations that will be effected due to said implementation.

5.1.1 Heat transfer between particles and fluid

The convection heat transfer rate (Q̇) from the particle to the fluid is calculated using

Equation (5.1).
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Q̇ = hAS(p)(Tp − Tf ) (5.1)

Where h is the convection heat transfer coefficient, AS(p) is the particle surface

area, and Tp and Tf are the particle and fluid temperatures respectively. The convec-

tion heat transfer coefficient h is calculated using the following relation (5.2) between

the Nusselt number (5.3) Nu, the particle diameter Dp, and particle thermal conduc-

tivity λ. The Ranz-Marshal correlation [36] is used to find the Nusselt number.

Nu =
hDp

λ
(5.2)

Nu = 2 + 0.6Rep
1/2 Pr1/3 (5.3)

Where Rep is the particles Reynolds number and Pr is the Prandtl number.

5.1.2 Calculating particle temperature change

Calculating the temperature change of the particle can be done via balancing the

heat transfer and internal energy of the particle (5.4).

dTp
dt

=
Q̇

mpcp
(5.4)

Where Tp is the particle temperature, mp is the particle mass, and cp is the particle

specific heat value. Note that the cp value will be calculated using the Kirov method.

5.1.3 Forces acting on particle within flow

To describe the forces acting on the particle, first particle position must be established.

The Equation (5.5) describes the particle position, whereby xp denotes the position

of the particle in reference to its center of mass (the particle is a sphere).

dxp
dt

= Up (5.5)
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Where Up is the particle velocity. The forces acting on the particle are represented

by FT in Equation (5.6).

mp ·
Up
dt

=
∑

FT (5.6)

Where mp is the particle mass and Up is the velocity of the particle. The forces

that make up FT are found below in Equation (5.7).

∑
FT = Fd + Fg (5.7)

Where Fd (5.8) represents the drag force and Fg (5.9) the gravitational force

experienced by the particle.

Fd = 0.5 Cd ρf (Uref )2 AF (p) (5.8)

Cd is the drag coefficient, ρf is the density of the fluid, U2
ref is the velocity of the

particle in relation to the flow velocity, and AF (p) is the frontal area of the particle in

the drag force equation.

Fg = mp g (5.9)

mp represents particle mass while g is the gravitational constant in the gravita-

tional force equation.

5.2 Laminar flow furnace simulation mesh details

To recreate the laminar flow furnace, geometry and meshing was done in the open-

source software Salome. The dimensions of the mesh can be found in Table 5.1. The

mesh consists of the inner diameter of the graphite muffle tube (GMT), the top of

the honey comb flow straightener, and the outlet which is the same diameter as the

GMT. The length of the mesh was set to 4.95x10−1 m (19.5 in), as this allowed var-
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ious simulations to be run using the same mesh but alternate carrier and main gas

flow rates while achieving the desired particle residence times. Note that the honey-

comb flow straightener was not modelled as this is unnecessary, since the boundary

conditions applied to the main inlet dictate laminar inflow. To reduce the simulation

duration, the mesh was cut in half length wise and a symmetry boundary condition

was applied to the cut surface. As the flow is laminar, with gravity acting in the

direction of particle travel (review Figure 2.2) the splitting of the mesh will not have

adverse effect on simulation data.

Dimensions in m

Furnace Inner Diameter 2.0 5.080x10−3

Furnace Length 19.5 4.953x10−1

Coal Injector Inner Diameter 0.047 1.194x10−3

Coal Injector Outer Diameter 0.1875 4.763x10−3

Table 5.1: Laminar flow furnace dimensions

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 display the final mesh shape. The scale distribution function

was applied to the length of the mesh using a scale factor of 8 with 40 segments

to increase mesh density at the inlet. These modifications are shown in Figure 5.2.

Figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) display the inlet and outlet sections of the mesh, the top of

each being the symmetry plane. Both of the figures have been cropped horizontally

to allow for more detail to be displayed. A scaled extrusion function was used on

both the injector inlet and tip faces as injected particles tend to disperse from the

mid line once injected into the furnace (the severity of this is dependant on burner

design). The scaled extrusion function creates a cone like sub-structure within the

mesh. This region also has a higher density due to the 2D triangular face algorithm

applied to the inlet patch, thereby increasing mesh resolution perpendicular to the

travel path of the injected particles. A more detailed view of the injector tip and inlet

faces is displayed in Figure 5.1(c), where the injector tip and inlet faces are shown
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in orange and red respectively. The 3D Extrusion algorithm was used on the overall

mesh producing a nearly orthogonal mesh in the direction of particle travel.

(a) Inlet (b) Outlet

(c) Close up of inlet

Figure 5.1: Laminar flow furnace mesh

5.2.1 Laminar flow furnace simulation OpenFOAM case de-

tails

The following sections briefly cover changes made to the simulation initial condi-

tions and constant properties, the changes are implemented in the 0 and constant

directories respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Furnace wall mesh - Flow direction is left to right

5.2.1.1 Changes within the ’0’ directory

The laminar flow experiment was modelled as a velocity driven flow simulation. The

inlet patch has a ’fixedValue’ velocity boundary condition while a ’zeroGradient’

velocity boundary condition is applied to the outlet patch. As the furnace mesh

was cut in half length-wise a ’symmetryPlane’ boundary condition is applied to the

cut face patch. The walls, injector tip, and main gas inlet were held at a constant

temperature equal to that of the testing temperature which corresponded to the

furnace temperature, while the carrier gas temperature was set to 293 K. Table 2.1

displays the aforementioned testing temperatures. The main and carrier gas injected

was argon, as the experiment was carried out in an inert argon atmosphere.

5.2.1.2 Changes within the ’constant’ directory

The following changes were made within the ’coalCloud1Properties’ file. The coal

feeding rate was set to 0.15 g·min−1 (2.5x10−6 kg·s−1), as this is cited as being the

normal operating condition for the experimental furnace [1]. The particle diameter

was set to 5.75x10−5 m, this being the the mean frequency distribution size for the

crushed bituminous coal found by Kobayashi [1]. A ’fixedValueDistribution’ scheme

was used for the size distribution model to keep the particle injection size constant.
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Particles were injected into the furnace at an initial temperature of 293 K. As the ex-

periment was conducted within an inert atmosphere, the chemistry solver was turned

off.

5.3 Kirov cp model test

To investigate the effect that modifying the initial gaseous phase species mass fractions

has on the particle cp value when the Kirov cp model was implemented, the laminar

flow experiments were rerun and cp values compared to prior testing results using

the OpenFOAM cp model. Each test case was run using 2 to 3 initial volatile mass

fraction variations corresponding to different pyrolysis temperatures taken by Zhang

et al. and quoted in Table 5.2.

Temperature CH4 H2 CO2 CO

(K) (%) (%) (%) (%)

773 18.2 6.5 49.4 25.9

873 18.9 29.1 23.7 28.3

973 16.2 47.5 15.3 21.0

1073 18.5 55.9 10.6 15.0

1173 21.9 59.6 6.7 11.8

1273 22.3 63.5 4.6 9.6

Table 5.2: Modified Zhang et al. Shenhua #2 bituminous coal volatile gas data [2]

To avoid confusion between the furnace temperature and the temperature associ-

ated with a certain set of volatile mass fractions corresponding to data collected by

Zhang et al. Tf will be used when referring to the furnace temperature and TV G will

be used when referring to the temperature correlating to a specific mass fraction set

found in Table 5.2.

Table 5.3 displays the laminar flow test temperatures with their corresponding

TV G. The data collected by Zhang et al. measured both lightweight volatile and
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TV G (K) Tf,1000 Tf,1260 Tf,1510

873 X

973 X

1073 X X

1173 X X

1273 X X

Table 5.3: Laminar flow cp test Tf with corresponding TV G layout

tar release, however the current model does not support the modelling of light tars

and therefore these will be omitted from the simulations. The omission of tar from

simulations will be discussed in Section 7.3. The liquid and solid mass fractions of

the coal particle correspond to the Pittsburgh #8 HVA Bituminous coal proximate

analysis data by Kobayashi, given in Table 5.4.

As-Received Dry DAF

Moisture 2.2 - -

Volatile Matter 40.7 41.6 46.7

Fixed Carbon 46.3 47.3 53.3

Ash 10.8 11.1 -

Table 5.4: Proximate analysis of Pittsburgh #8 HVA bituminous coal [1]

5.4 Optimization of kinetic parameters using DTG

data

The release of volatiles during devolatilisation does not occur uniformly giving one

rate peak (within a DTG); instead, it happens over the course of several release bouts
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causing multiple rate peaks to occur [3]. The implemented models must be verified

using data sets which display asymmetric and multi-peak rate DTG behaviour. To

compare the single kinetic rate model against the dual-competing rate model using

the a different data set, the kinetic parameters for different coal must be found and

optimized. The optimization program is created in MATLAB using the optimiza-

tion model created by Authier et al. as the initial framework [7]. The optimization

program utilizes the Genetic Algorithm Solver (ga) to solve a least-squares objective

function (5.10). The genetic algorithm optimizes the solution via ”repeatedly modi-

fying a population of individual solutions, at each step, selecting individuals from the

current population and using them as parents to produce the children for the next

generation. Over successive generations, the population ’evolves’ toward an optimal

solution” [37]. The MATLAB code can be found in the Appendix in Section F.

RSS =
∑(

dαexp
dt
− dαopt

dt

)2

(5.10)

The optimization equation (5.11) is similar to equation (2.16), however the mc

term is replaced with the Differential Reaction Model (DRM), f(α), where α is the

extent of conversion. The extent of conversion is determined experimentally as a

fraction of the overall change in physical property that accompanies a process [38].

In reference to this thesis, the conversion extent is calculated based on the percentage

of (gaseous) mass lost during particle devolatilisation which is then normalized from

0 to 1. 0 denoting no mass has been lost and 1 denoting all the mass has been lost.

dα

dt
= −(a1k1 + a2k2) f(α) (5.11)
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5.4.1 Optimization program modification

The optimization program proposed by Authier et al. implemented a multi step op-

timization approach using the ga to find preliminary kinetic parameters which are

then used as the seed values for the secondary optimization utilizing the fminsearch

function. It was found that the secondary optimization routine was redundant, as

the final kinetic parameter values did not differ from the initial seed values and there-

fore the secondary optimization step was discarded. Additionally, it was found that

the DRM (5.12) used to simulate the mass loss of the particle during optimization

implemented by Authier et al. produced a different particle mass loss than that of

the OF simulations using the same kinetic parameters [7]. The DRM implemented

by Authier et al. is used to predict particle mass loss during devolatilisation however

it does not take into account the actual optimized parameters. This leads to a dis-

crepancy between the MATLAB optimization and the final OpenFOAM results when

using optimized kinetic parameters, as the Authier et al. model predicts mass loss

instead of calculating it using the kinetic parameters as is done in OpenFOAM.

f(α) = (1− αc)1+nα2
c (5.12)

Where, αc is the conversion extent of the coal particle and, n is the reaction order

of the DRM model created by Authier et al. A low conversion fraction corresponds to

a lower order reaction model while a high conversion fraction correspond to a higher

order reaction model (the order range set to 2 ≤ n ≤ 12) [7]. To correct for the dis-

crepancy between the DRM calculated mass loss and the actual mass loss calculated

by the OpenFOAM simulation a separate subroutine is created based on the mass

loss model found within the OpenFOAM devolatilisation models. The OpenFOAM

based subroutine uses the temporary kinetic parameters of the current ga iteration

to calculate the mass loss via a for loop. The resultant vector is passed to a ’conver-

sion extent’ converter where the mass loss vector values are converted into conversion
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extent values ranging from 0 to 1. As the ga algorithm uses a population of random

initial points to determine the global minimum during each iteration, seed values

aren’t needed. The optimization boundary conditions taken from Authier et al. are

found in Table 5.5 [7]. Certain boundary condition limits were modified to increase

the accuracy of the final optimization output. The sub-routine code can be found in

the Appendix in Section F and is described between lines #70-131.

Optimization limits A1 Ea1 A2 Ea2

s−1 kJ mol−1 s−1 kJ mol−1

Single Rate - Low 1 60x103 - -

Single Rate - High 1x106 120x103 - -

Dual Rate - Low 1x102 60x103 1x102 120x103

Dual Rate - High 1x106 120x103 1x1012 230x103

Table 5.5: Kinetic parameter optimization limits

5.5 TGA simulation OpenFOAM case details

The following sections briefly cover changes made to the simulation initial condi-

tions and constant properties, the changes are implemented in the 0 and constant

directories respectively.

5.5.1 Optimized kinetic parameter simulation mesh details

TGA analyses typically have a fixed quantity of sample matter contained in a small

dish that is heated using a prescribed heating rate. To simplify the modelling of

this, a structured grid was created with a height and width of 2 cm and a length of

5cm. Instead of amassing the particles into a container, the particles were suspended

within the mesh using the coalCloud1Position to describe individual particle locations

as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Coal particle placement within TGA mesh

5.5.2 Changes within the ”0” directory

The simulation was modelled using a velocity driven flow set to 5 cm s−1, producing

a flow rate of 12 cm3 min−1. The outlet patch was given a zero gradient boundary

condition with respect to velocity and a constant atmospheric pressure boundary

condition. A linear heating rate scheme was applied to the inlet and wall patches set

to 5 K min−1, with an initial temperature of 623 K. The initial temperature was set

to be quite high as the experimental data used for the TGA testing did not exhibit

any devolatilisation prior to 650 K. The test was conducted in an inert atmosphere

using helium as the working fluid.

5.5.3 Changes within the ”constant” directory

To keep the coal particle positions set in the locations described within the coal-

Cloud1Properties file, the drag and gravity models for the particles were turned off.

This was done to avoid particles experiencing any changes in velocity related to gravi-

tational or drag forces. Furthermore, the chemistry solver was switched off to resemble

inert atmosphere devolatilisation.
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5.6 Mesh convergence study

Due to the nature of this thesis, a mesh convergence study was no done as the focus

was on the performance of the implemented particles models. A simple laminar flow

was used for both simulation cases, and because the accurate description of a simple

flow was not paramount to simulation success a coarser mesh could be used. The

results were scrutinized to make sure the simple flow was acting appropriately, and

that no abnormal behaviour was occurring.
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Chapter 6

Results & Discussion

6.1 Dual-competing rate model implementation re-

sults

The initial tests compared the dual-competing rate model to the current available

OpenFOAM devolatilisation models using the laminar flow test case. The phase and

species mass fractions were adjusted to match the proximate analysis data collected

by Kobayashi for the Pittsburgh #8 HVA Bituminous coal found in Table 5.4 [1].

The mass fractions for individual gaseous species used the original OpenFOAM sim-

plifiedSiwek tutorial values presented in Table 3.2. The initial OpenFOAM values

were used to examine model behaviour without any modifications to the code or ini-

tial conditions. The laminar flow simulation was carried out at a Tf of 1500 K with

the final results displayed in Figure 6.1. The kinetic parameters used during testing

were those supplied by Kobayashi and listed in Table 6.1.

The constant rate model was examined first as it is the devolatilisation model

of choice for the standard OpenFOAM tutorial case simplifiedSiwek involving coal

particle devolatilisation and combustion. This scheme only has one input parameter

and the OpenFOAM tutorial case value was used. The A1 or A2 values found by

Kobayashi [1], are not used as these parameters are pre-exponential constants opti-

mized for use in their respective calibrated Arrhenius equations. Regardless of coal
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Devolatilisation Model Y1 A1 Ea1 Y2 A2 Ea2

s−1 kJ mol−1 s−1 kJ mol−1

Constant Rate - 12 - - - -

Single Rate - 395.4 4.94e7 - - -

Dual Competing Rate 0.46 706 4.94e7 1 1e5 1.26e8

Table 6.1: Kinetic parameters for devolatilisation model testing

Figure 6.1: Single rate and dual-competing rate devolatilisation as a function of

residence time within 1510 K laminar flow furnace

type, the result produced gives a good indication of how the model simulates the

devolatilisation process. The constant rate model oversimplifies the devolatilisation

process by using a fixed devolatilisation rate and not accounting for particle tempera-

ture or remaining volatile mass. The constant rate could be further adjusted however

it is visible from the result, that the nature of the devolatilisation curve would still be

wrong. The single kinetic rate tests used the single rate devolatilisation rate found by

Kobayashi [1] to test the OpenFOAM singleKineticRateDevolatilisation model. The
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resultant simulation data performs quite well, however this is a good indicator that

the devolatilisation profile of the current experiment does not display any drastic

multi-rate peak behaviour which would produce multiple DTG curves which when

summed together produced an asymmetric global DTG curve. Dependent on the

devolatilisation protocol and coal type, a more asymmetric DTG plot may be pro-

duced which single kinetic rate models are capable of modelling, however this release

behaviour is not the norm for most devolatilisation behaviours. The validation tests

in the Section 6.6 provide non-symmetric multi-peak rate DTG data to further test

both the dual and single rate model response.

6.1.1 Modification of Dual-Competing Rate Model Imple-

mentation

Section 2.4 describes the implementation of the gaseous volatiles within the dual-

competing rate equation (2.8), while this section justifies the need for such modi-

fication. Examining the behaviour of individual volatiles during the course of de-

volatilisation, it was noted that the rate of mass conversion produced using the exact

Kobayashi model implementation produced realistic devolatilisation results however

upon further examination of the individual species devolatilisation behaviour, unreal-

istic devolatilisation behaviour was noticed. The original model (by Kobayashi) uses

the DAF mass of the coal particle (mc) to calculate the mass loss during each itera-

tion (2.8). Using the mc results in a continuous increase of the devolatilisation rate,

followed by a sharp drop when the individual phase specie is depleted, as shown in

Figure 6.3(a), whereas devolatilisation behaviour should exhibit three distinct stages:

acceleration, rate-peaking, and deceleration. An example DTG curve is displayed in

Figure 6.2.

To correct for this, the individual mass of volatile species is used during each iter-

ation following the same implementation used by the OpenFOAM single kinetic rate

model. This modification to the mass term requires the pre-exponential factors to be

increased as OpenFOAM calculates the volatile release on a per-species base and the
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Figure 6.2: Example DTG curves taken from Authier et al. [7]

kinetic parameters found by Kobayashi are optimized to use mc, which is significantly

larger than the gaseous species mass fractions. Multiplying the gaseous mass fraction

by the inverse of its initial DAF mass fraction results in a mass term equal to that of

the mc. The multiplier increases the devolatilisation rate to be equal to that of the

mc,0 case, while producing a more realistic devolatilisation behaviour. The results

are shown in Figure 6.3(b), where the devolatilisation rates of the individual gaseous

species are compared.

(a) DAF fixed carbon mass (b) OF gaseous volatile mass

Figure 6.3: Comparison of mass conversion rates between differing Kobayashi Imple-

mentations
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The updated version produces a more realistic behaviour for each volatile specie

improving overall particle devolatilisation behaviour. Figure 6.4 displays the results

of the laminar flow test using the original Kobayashi [1] implementation and the

modified version using the individual gaseous species mass fractions. The initial

behaviour of both variations is similar, however once the volatile masses begin to

deplete the shift to a lower devolatilisation rate occurs in a gradual manner. The

mc implemented model however displays three distinct stages of devolatilisation rate.

The first rate is where all the volatiles are active and this lasts for 50 milliseconds,

the next stage occurs from 50 to 80 milliseconds and has less active volatiles, the final

stage before the volatile limit is reached occurs from 80 to 110 milliseconds. Each

stage transition is signified by a sudden change in devolatilisation rate as volatiles are

depleted between stages as was demonstrated in Figure 6.3(a).

Figure 6.4: Comparison of weight loss as a function of time between Kobayashi model

mass implementations at a furnace temperature of 1500 K
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6.2 Mass Fraction Testing Results

The coalChemistryFoam solver requires the user to input the final phase and species

mass fractions for the coal particle as initial values before running the simulation.

The experiments conducted by Zhang et al. displayed in Table 5.2 demonstrate

that coal particles undergoing devolatilisation at different furnace temperatures will

produce varying amounts of lightweight volatile gases and tars. Therefore, when

adjusting the furnace temperatures in the laminar flow simulations the initial mass

fractions of the gaseous species must be adjusted appropriately. The following tests

examine the effect that changes in the initial mass fraction have on the resulting

devolatilisation simulation. As is displayed in Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7, a deviation

from the initial gaseous species mass fractions supplied by the OpenFOAM tutorial

(simplifiedSiwek) shown in Table 3.2 has a significant effect on the rate and duration

of the devolatilisation period experienced by the particle. Note that references made

to ’Experimental Data’ and the ’Kobayashi Model’ within Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7

refer to the laminar flow experimental data found by Kobayashi and the simulation

results found by Kobayashi using the dual-competing rate model respectively [1].

(a) simplifiedSiwek tutorial mass fractions (b) Mass fraction of TV G = 973 K

Figure 6.5: D.A.F. particle weight loss in relation to residence time with dual-

competing rate devolatilisation model within 1000 K furnace

Figure 6.5 displays the results for the 1000 K furnace temperature simulations.

The tutorial case data demonstrates an initial lag before the devolatilisation begins
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at ' 50 milliseconds, once devolatilisation occurs there is an over prediction of mass

loss which would be significant over a larger time period. When the mass fraction

data (TV G) corresponding to the furnace temperature is implemented, there is also

a clear lag in the initiation of devolatilisation as shown in Figure 6.5(b). However

the devolatilisation rate is reduced thereby reducing the the final amount of volatiles

produced in the given residence time while more accurately matching experimental

data. The standard OpenFOAM case results in ' 15% loss of the DAF particle mass

whereas the mass fraction corrected case only produces a ' 8% loss in DAF particle

mass. The corrected case produced a more accurate data set when compared to the

tutorial case.

(a) simplidiedSiwek tutorial mass fractions (b) Mass fraction of TV G = 1073 K

(c) Mass fraction of TV G = 1173 K (d) Mass fraction of TV G = 1273 K

Figure 6.6: D.A.F. particle weight loss in relation to residence time with dual-

competing rate devolatilisation model within 1260 K furnace

Figure 6.6 displays the mass fraction testing data within a 1260 K furnace. A

different trend is seen when compared to Figure 6.5 as mass fraction data of increasing
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temperature (TV G) is implemented. Simulations run at 1000 K demonstrate that as

the temperature of the mass fraction data (TV G) increases, the curve is shifted toward

the right signifying that particle devolatilisation is being delayed and initiated later

on. The mass fraction data corresponding to 1273 K (TV G) is the closest temperature

match to the 1260 K furnace (Tf ), shown in Figure 6.6(d). The data displayed in

Figure 6.6(d) shows a large shift to the right as before, decreasing the total volatile

mass lost from ' 38% (using OpenFOAM tutorial values) to below ' 30%.

(a) simplidiedSiwek tutorial mass fractions (b) Mass fraction of TV G = 1273 K

Figure 6.7: D.A.F. particle weight loss in relation to residence time with dual-

competing rate devolatilisation model within 1510 K furnace

Figure 6.7 displays the mass fraction testing data within a 1510K furnace. The

data for the 1510 K furnace test presents a similar pattern as the 1260 K furnace (Tf )

test data (Figure 6.6). As the mass fraction temperature (TV G) is increased to match

the furnace temperature (Tf ), the initiation of devolatilisation is delayed. When the

furnace temperature is set to 1510 K, the particle will undergo devolatilisation until

the gaseous volatile limit is reached. This can be seen in Figure 6.7(a) as the rate

of mass loss begins to reach an asymptotic limit at the end. This limit is based on

the proximate analysis of the particle, and it implemented as an initial condition.

As OpenFOAM requires all of the moisture within the particle to be released before

devolatilisation can occur, this limit will resemble the dry proximate analysis. Under

inert conditions, OpenFOAM views this limit as static and not to be exceeded. Once

all the volatiles are released no more can be created. This however does not apply to
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the carbon content of the volatile which when exposed to non-inert environments and

the appropriate surface models included is free to react with available oxygen until

only ash is left. The conditions present in the aforementioned tests are of the former,

inert variety.

6.3 Analysis of effective particle cp value while us-

ing OpenFOAM cp model

It was found that modification of the initial gaseous mass fraction has a large effect on

the calculated cp value of the particle. Figure 6.8 displays the cp value of the particle

for all mass fraction temperatures (TV G) when the laminar flow furnace ambient

temperature is set to 1260 K (Tf ). As the temperature for the mass fraction (TV G)

begins to increase so too does the initial and ’working’ cp value of the particle. The

increase of the cp value for these tests is due to the variation of initial mass fractions

and the OpenFOAM cp model. An increase in the initial mass fractions of certain

gaseous volatiles, H2 in particular, has a significant impact in the cp value of the

particle. H2 begins with a mass fraction of 6.5 % at 773 K (TV G), then increases to

63.5 % at 1273 K (TV G). As was mentioned prior in Section 3.4, the OpenFOAM cp

model calculates the cp value based on a weighted average of the phases and their

species based on their mass fraction value. Thereby with it’s significant increase in

mass fraction and a cp value of 14.30 kJ/(kg·K) at 298 K (gas temperature) [39], the

gaseous specie H2 creates a large variation in cp value of the particle. In this particular

case, H2 experienced the most significant increase in mass fraction in combination

with a large cp value. It should be noted that the data provided by Zhang et al.

in Table 5.2, only used the species CH4, H2, CO2, and CO. Other data may use

different lightweight volatiles therefore the dominating phase species effecting the cp

value could change. Additionally, the mass fraction data provided by the OpenFOAM

tutorial case (simplifiedSiwek) is accurate for a specific low temperature range. The

original tutorial case uses a 400K furnace with an ignition source causing particles to
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reach a maximum temperature of '800 K during combustion. The data implemented

in the tutorial case reflect this, however the specific mass fraction values used produce

a realistic particle cp value. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 demonstrate that an an increase in

furnace temperature is best modelled using the OpenFOAM volatile mass fraction

values due to the realistic particle cp value that is produced. Figure 6.5 demonstrates

that an increase in particle cp value actually aids in the accuracy of lower temperature

model simulation, however the cp value of the particle is unrealistic. Using a cp value

closer to experimental ranges such as those found in Figure 3.1, produces a mass

loss that closely resembles the experimental data collected by Kobayashi [1]. There

is limited use in a coal model that cannot modify its initial mass fraction values to

accurately resemble experimental data, and the implementation of the Kirov cp model

looks to rectify this.

Figure 6.8: Variation of specific heat value with residence time - Tf set to 1260 K

6.4 Results of Kirov cp Model Implementation

The implementation of the Kirov cp model reduced the effect of the initial mass

fraction value manipulations and the effect it would have on the final particle cp

value. The laminar flow furnace simulations were re-run using the Kirov cp model
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while modifying the gaseous volatile mass fractions, Figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 show

the results of the simulations. Figure 6.9 displays the data for the 1000 K (Tf ) furnace

case. The data produced with the implementation of the Kirov model demonstrates

more stability and predictability than the OpenFOAM cp model data. While the

variations in mass fractions due to temperature (TV G) implementations do not have

as great an effect, the model tends to over predict the actual amount of DAF weight

lost when the furnace temperature is set to 1000 K. The cp value of the coal particle

being injected into the furnace while using the OpenFOAM cp model is '2.5 kJ/(kg·

K) whereas the Kirov cp model calculates it to be '1.34 kJ/(kg· K) when gaseous

mass fraction data for 873 K (TV G) is used (Figure 6.9(a)).

(a) Mass fraction of TV G = 873 K (b) Mass fraction of TV G = 973 K

Figure 6.9: D.A.F. particle weight loss in relation to the residence time within a 1000

K furnace (dual-rate devolatilisation and Kirov cp model implemented)

Figure 6.10 displays the 1260 K furnace temperature (Tf ) simulations. Compared

to the original case in Figure 6.6, the Kirov model allows the particle devolatilisation

to occur sooner than the OpenFOAM cp model implementation when using non-

OpenFOAM tutorial gaseous volatile mass fraction values. As the temperature of

the mass fraction data (TV G) is increased, the data produced using the Kirov model

provides a better fit to the experimental data than the OpenFOAM cp model data.

The data produced with the Kirov model implemented tends to over predict the total

mass loss for particle residence time when the TV G of the gaseous mass fraction is too

low. However as TV G increases to match the furnace temperature, the simulation data
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closely matches both the experimental and simulation data collected by Kobayashi [1].

(a) Mass fraction of TV G = 1173 K (b) Mass fraction of TV G = 1273 K

Figure 6.10: D.A.F. particle weight loss in relation to the residence time within a

1260 K furnace (dual-rate devolatilisation and Kirov cp model implemented)

Figure 6.11 displays the data for the 1510 K furnace (Tf ) test. The data produced

with the Kirov cp model implemented shows better agreement with the raw data

from Kobayashi’s experimental data, while the data produced using the OpenFOAM

cp model underpredicts both the volatile mass loss rate and total volatile mass loss.

For both data sets, the mass fraction temperatures (TV G) were below the furnace

temperature of 1510 K, however the data produced is satisfactory considering the

gaseous mass fraction data temperature is 237 K below furnace temperature.

(a) Mass fraction of TV G = 1173 K (b) Mass fraction of TV G = 1273 K

Figure 6.11: D.A.F. particle weight loss in relation to the residence tie within a 1510

K furnace (dual-rate devolatilisation and Kirov cp model implemented)
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6.5 Analysis of effective particle cp value while us-

ing Kirov cp model

The Kirov model produces particle cp values that are within experimental value range

for a coal particles when manipulating the initial gaseous mass fractions, such as

those found in Figure 3.1. From the data provided in Figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11

it is demonstrated that the addition of the Kirov cp model increased devolatilisation

simulation accuracy and predictability. Figure 6.12 compares the cp data produced by

the OpenFOAM cp model to that of the Kirov cp model (both data sets use the dual-

competing rate devolatilisation model) within a 1260 K laminar flow furnace. It is

shown that the cp values produced by the Kirov model are much more representative

of actual coal cp values. Comparing the values found by Tomeczek and Palugniok [5]

in Figure 3.1 when measuring a variety of coal types, to the values calculated by the

Kirov model in Figure 6.12. The range of cp values in Figure 3.1 is consistent with data

produced by the Kirov implementation in Figure 6.12, while the OpenFOAM cp model

calculates the cp value to be almost 3 times higher at injection and slowly decreasing

as devolatilisation occurs. Note that the discrepency in figure shape between Figures

3.1 and 6.12 is because the experiments conducted by Tomeczek and Palugniok were

conducted using a heating rate of ' 60 K/min [5], while the laminar flow furnace

experiments achieved heating rates in excess of 6x105 K/min. The different heating

rates will shift the curve, however, the most important point here is that the range

of cp values produced is well within actual experimental data range.

6.6 Dual-competing rate and Kirov model valida-

tion testing

Testing was conducted to confirm that the cp model was affecting the dual-competing

rate model during devolatilisation. Particles were injected into the laminar flow fur-

nace at their respective test furnace temperatures (Tf ) thereby eliminating any par-
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(a) Particle cp value vs. residence time (b) cp value vs. particle temperature

Figure 6.12: Comparison of the cp values produced by the OF cp and Kirov cp models

@ Tf = 1260 K and TV G = 1273 K

ticle heating lag caused by cp calculation value variations. Figure 6.13 demonstrates

that particle weight loss between the two cp models is equivalent when the particle

temperatures are identical, confirming that the choice of cp model has significant

impact on accurately predicting particle weight loss.

Particle temperatures were compared using the laminar flow furnace set to 1260

K when the OpenFOAM cp model was implemented versus the Kirov cp model im-

plementation (both use the dual-competing rate scheme). The results can be seen in

Figure 6.14. It is evident that particle temperature in relation to its residence time

is affected by the use of different cp models. The OpenFOAM model overestimates

the particle cp value thereby causing a delay in particle heating, whereas the particle

heating governed by the Kirov model exhibits a decreased heating duration to reach

furnace temperatures. The heating lag caused by the larger cp value directly influ-

ences particle devolatilisation as the heating rate is slowed, creating a increasing the

duration needed for the appropriate particle temperature to be reached for devolatil-

isation to occur. This effect also effects the final mass loss within the set residence

time of the particle within the laminar flow furnace as shown in Figures 6.9, 6.10,

and 6.11.

Figure 6.15 compares the dual-competing rate devolatilisation model with the

addition of the Kirov cp model to the original single kinetic rate devolatilisation model
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(a) TV G = 973 K with Tf set to 1000 K (b) TV G = 1273 K with Tf set to 1260 K

(c) TV G = 1273 K with Tf set to 1510 K

Figure 6.13: D.A.F. particle weight loss comparison between OpenFOAM cp model

and Kirov cp model relative to residence time - Particle temperature equal to furnace

temperature

using the OpenFOAM cp model when using corrected gaseous mass fractions. The

single rate tests use the single rate kinetic parameters found by Kobayashi [1] (Table

6.1). The sub-figures within Figure 6.15 demonstrate that the single rate model using

temperature corrected mass fractions fails to match the experimental data found by

Kobayashi [1]. However, this result is predominantly based on the faulty cp model,

as the increased heating time equates to a reduction in both devolatilisation rate

and final volatile mass within the residence time experienced by the particle. As

was mentioned before, the absence of multi peak behaviour within these experiments

allows the use of the single kinetic rate model though this is not always the case and

thus it is suggested the dual-competing rate model be implemented to allow for the
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Figure 6.14: Particle temperature comparison with Tf set to 1260 K using TV G =

1273 K

handling of a variety of volatile release behaviours.

6.7 Asymmetric DTG validation using MATLAB

optimized kinetic parameters

The dual-competing rate model coupled with the Kirov cp model was used to model an

asymmetric DTG in order to compare the performance of the two models when mod-

elling a multi peak devolatilisation release. The kinetic parameters for this data were

determined using the optimization protocol previously discussed in Section 5.4.1. The

simulation modelled the TGA analysis performed by Das using maceral concentrates

of Russian coking coals [8]. The test collected data on three light weight gaseous

volatiles consisting of CH4, CO, and H2. Four optimizations of the kinetic param-

eter sets were conducted in total. The first set of kinetic parameters was optimized

using the individual volatile gases for both model types, while the second set used a
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(a) TV G = 1073 K with Tf set to 1000 K (b) TV G = 1273 K with Tf set to 1260 K

(c) TV G = 1273 K with Tf set to 1510 K

Figure 6.15: Single rate and dual-competing rate models relative to residence time

global kinetic parameter set which was optimized using the total (global) mass loss

rate data from the sum of gaseous volatiles. Table 6.2 displays the optimized kinetic

parameters for the individually optimized dual-competing and single rate models.

Model - Sepcies Y1 A1 Ea1 Y2 A2 Ea2

s−1 kJ mol−1 s−1 kJ mol−1

Single - CH4 - 10.688 6.001x104 - - -

Single - H2 - 1.176 6.055x104 - - -

Single - CO - 1.173 6.001x104 - - -

Dual - CH4 0.104 3.666x105 1.098x105 1 105 2.293x105

Dual - H2 0.159 100 7.834x104 1 100 2.247x105

Dual - CO 0.023 100 6.371x104 1 100 2.298x105

Table 6.2: Optimized kinetic parameters for individual data
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of dual-competing rate and single kinetic rate optimized for

individual individual gaseous volatile species

Figure 6.16 displays the simulation results of the individually optimized volatile

parameters when using either a single or dual-competing rate devolatilisation scheme.

The dual-competing rate is able to follow the initial spike in the raw data quite well

compared to the single kinetic rate model. The simulation data following the 900 K

mark are similar in both cases. The dual-competing rate model handles the high rate

of devolatilisation found in the beginning better, whereas the single kinetic rate fails

to match this initial rate.

Model - Sepcies Y1 A1 Ea1 Y2 A2 Ea2

s−1 kJ mol−1 s−1 kJ mol−1

Single - 6.197 6.000x104 - - -

Dual 0.285 1.116x105 1.108x105 1 100 2.297x105

Table 6.3: Optimized kinetic parameters for total data

Table 6.3 displays the optimized kinetic data for the globally optimized tests.

The optimized kinetic parameters are used for each individual volatile gas within the

OpenFOAM case modelling the devolatilisation behaviour as a whole instead of by

its parts. Figure 6.17 displays the data for the global optimization simulation. When
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of dual-competing rate and single kinetic rate optimized for

total gaseous volatile species

optimizing for the total mass loss rate, the optimization protocol fails to accurately

reproduce the multi-peak mass conversion rate profile for the devolatilisation of the

coal using a single or dual kinetic rate model. Additionally, when optimizing for the

total data set, all the volatiles will begin their devolatilisation period at approximately

the same point as can be seen in Figure 6.18(b). This makes optimizing for asymmetric

peaks a difficult task when only one kinetic parameter set can be utilized while the

parallel reactions are needed to model individual volatile peaks. The data in Figure

6.17 shows that the dual-competing rate model overestimates the initial rate as the

optimization attempts to fit the initial spike. The single rate model fails to fit the

gradient of the initial rate, the result however promotes a slower devolatilisation

rate providing a better fit to the experimental data than the dual-rate model. In

comparison to the dual-competing rate data in Figure 6.16, the accuracy of the fit is

subpar.

Figure 6.18 compares the sub reactions between the individual and total optimized

kinetic parameter tests, demonstrating that optimizing a total system through its

parts will yield a more accurate overall simulation. Compared to the total rate data

which fails to accurately describe the total mass conversion rate. Additionally, with

the exception of CH4, the sub species of the total rate optimization begin to devolatize
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(a) Individually optimized parameters (b) Total optimized parameters

Figure 6.18: Comparison of sub-reactions for individual and total optimized kinetic

parameters

at incorrect temperature ranges when compared to Figure 6.19. This decreases the

effectiveness of the dual-competing rate model in modelling multi-peak systems. As

is seen from the dual-competing rate data, the optimization of the individual species

can be done quite accurately with low to high mass conversion rates both handled

in a satisfactory manner. The use of three separate sets of kinetic parameters allows

the devolatilisation of phase species to occur at their correct temperature ranges and

increases model accuracy as individual peaks are accounted for. Additionally, particle

’burn-out’ (when the particle is devoid of any volatile material) is prolonged due to the

accuracy of sub-species devolatilisation. As can be seen with the global optimization

data, the over estimation of particle devolatilisation rates causes particle burn-out to

occur too soon as the the individual peaks are lumped into one initial release.

Figure 6.20 displays the TGA for the mass conversion extent of each DTG tests

compared to particle temperature. The mass conversion profiles for the total opti-

mized tests displays poor modeling of the experimental data. The dual-competing

rate model performing worse than the single rate model. The dual-competing rate

model captures the initial stage of devolatilisation better than the single rate as was

discussed prior. When compared to the overall behaviour of the global dual-competing

rate optimization data, the global single kinetic rate optimization performs better.

The cause for this is most likely the inability of a single kinetic rate to increase it’s
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Figure 6.19: Variation in the rates of evolution of gases with temperature from

Kalilina Coal [8]

Test Type RSS

Single Rate - Individual 5.753x10−1

Single Rate - Total 2.384

Dual Rate - Individual 1.019x10−1

Dual Rate - Total 7.539

Table 6.4: Residual sum of squares for DTG Tests

reaction rate substantially as temperatures increase as the dual-competing rate model

does. A statistical comparison of all the models has been done by performing a resid-

ual sum of squares test on 380 data points, the sum total for each test is displayed in

Table 6.4. The data shows that the individual dual-competing rate optimization fit

the experimental data the best, producing a fit five times more accurate than when

the individual single rate model is used. This demonstrates that the addition of the

dual-competing rate model allows better modelling of asymmetric devolatilisation re-

lease when compared to a single kinetic rate model provided the kinetic parameters

are optimized for individual volatiles rather than the entire particle.
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Figure 6.20: Extent of mass conversion vs particle temperature for TGA tests
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Devolatilisation model

The dual-competing rate model was implemented to increase modelling accuracy of

complex and high-temperature coal particle devolatilisation. The two current de-

volatilisation models implemented in OpenFOAM included the ’constant rate’ model

and the ’single kinetic rate’ model as devolatilisation modelling options (the ’no De-

volatilisation’ model is not included as this negates devolatilisation). The constant

rate model provides a crude approximation of devolatilisation process, describing the

release of gas a linear process when in fact the process is highly complex involving

pressure, temperature, coal type and chemical structure, heating rate and surround-

ing atmosphere [3]. This model by-passes too many of these parameters. The single

kinetic rate model however does a better job at modelling devolatilisation, taking into

account particle temperature, heating rate and coal type expressing this through the

empirical optimization of kinetic parameters for specific coal types. The single rate

model fails to predict the complexity of lightweight volatile or tar release as these oc-

cur in a multi-peak fashion the result of which is a deviation from a uniform sigmoidal

curve to a multi-peak sigmoidal curve (seen when performing TGA), the derivative

(DTG) of which produces an asymmetric bell curve. Optimization of a single set of

kinetic parameters for a first order system to represent the aforementioned behaviour

is a difficult, only one set of kinetic parameters fails to accurately predict the be-
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haviour as complex behaviour requires more than one set of kinetic parameters to

accurately model devolatilisation behaviour. The introduction of the dual-competing

rate model increases the accuracy of the devolatilisation modelling by allowing higher

degree of flexibility when modelling multi-peak systems. This ability is increased

when the individual volatile species are optimized for, as Figure 6.20 demonstrates

increases the accuracy of the solution.

7.2 cp model

The initial cp model implemented within OpenFOAM is considered satisfactory on

the basis that it produced realistic cp values for the particle provided the initial

mass fractions weren’t altered from the standard tutorial values. Deviation from

these values caused large discrepancies in the particle cp value leading to delayed

devolatilisation as the needed raise in devolatilisation temperature is delayed. The

introduction of the Kirov cp model, allowed for flexibility in the initial mass selection

improving accuracy as volatile release amounts are affected greatly by heating rate,

and various other factors which have been discussed in Section 3.1 [27] [28] [29]. These

ambient conditions have a great effect on the devolatilisation process and influence

the total amount of volatiles produced. In order to replicate the effect of the ambient

conditions on coal particle devolatilisation, the ability to adjust mass fractions to

match experimental data is a critical feature to further increase model accuracy.

7.3 Recommendations

The models implemented in this thesis increased the accuracy of devolatilisation mod-

elling within the context of the open-source program OpenFOAM. Furthermore any

recommendations made are directed at improving the overall coal devolatilisation

model within OpenFOAM. However, certain recommendations apply to any devolatil-

isation model as the complexity of coal devolatilisation is high and achieving a sat-
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isfactory devolatilisation model extends further than volatile release rates. Various

parameters have a direct or indirect effect on the products of devolatilisation such

as rank of the coal, particle size, heating rate, gaseous environment, temperature,

pressure and oxygen concentration (gaseous medium) [27]. These areas need to be

recognized in order to achieve higher accuracy modelling over a range of scenarios.

The static nature of the current OpenFOAM model whereby the user specifies

the final volatile yields before the simulation causes issues of total volatile release.

As has been noted by Borah et al. [27], and Anthony et al. [29] the increase in heat-

ing rate causes a more rapid release in volatile matter, as increased bond breaking

with produces more volatiles in addition to decreasing volatile residence time within

particle thereby decreasing secondary reactions. Additionally, Anthony et al. [29]

noted that the final temperature of devolatilisation has the largest influence on total

volatiles released. As operating conditions can surpass proximate analysis condi-

tions [30], the volatile matter content found during proximate analysis is therefore an

inaccurate gauge of total potential volatile content. However the current OpenFOAM

implementation prevents a volatile release higher than the initial set limit within the

coalCloud1Properties file. To increase the ability of the model to more accurately pre-

dict total volatile release, a correlation should be found between average final heating

temperature and total volatiles mass fractions. The implementation must allow for

dynamic phase and phase specie mass fraction control.

The inclusion of tar release into the model can be implemented using the dual-

competing rate model; however, time needs to be devoted to studying the break

down of tar sub-structures. Specifically, what constitutes tar is an open question,

as ”there is no consensus regarding what tar is, and the boundary between tar and

other chemical components is a matter of choice” [3]. Tars, when grouped together

present a multi-peak release behaviour that will not be effectively modelled via a

dual-competing rate model. However, a breakdown of tar constituents would allow

for the individual modelling of the various components and as shown before in Figure

6.20, resulting in a higher model accuracy.
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Appendices

A CompositionModel.C - Cp() Function

Listing 1: CompositionModel.C

24 \∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−∗/
25

26 # include " CompositionModel .H"
27

28 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Constructors ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
29

30 template<class CloudType>

31 Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >:: CompositionModel ( CloudType & owner )
32 :
33 CloudSubModelBase<CloudType >(owner ),
34 thermo ( owner . thermo ()) ,
35 phaseProps ()
36 {}
37

38

39 template<class CloudType>

40 Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >:: CompositionModel
41 (
42 const dictionary & dict ,
43 CloudType & owner ,
44 const word & type
45 )
46 :
47 CloudSubModelBase<CloudType >(owner , dict , typeName , type ),
48 thermo ( owner . thermo ()) ,
49 phaseProps
50 (
51 this−>coeffDict (). lookup (" phases "),
52 thermo . carrier (). species () ,
53 thermo . liquids (). components () ,
54 thermo . solids (). components ()
55 )
56 {}
57

58

59 template<class CloudType>

60 Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >:: CompositionModel
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61 (
62 const CompositionModel<CloudType >& cm
63 )
64 :
65 CloudSubModelBase<CloudType >(cm),
66 thermo (cm. thermo ),
67 phaseProps (cm. phaseProps )
68 {}
69

70

71 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Destructor ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
72

73 template<class CloudType>

74 Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::˜ CompositionModel ()
75 {}
76

77

78 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Member Functions ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
79

80 template<class CloudType>

81 const Foam :: SLGThermo & Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::thermo () const
82 {
83 return thermo ;
84 }
85

86

87 template<class CloudType>

88 const Foam :: basicSpecieMixture &
89 Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::carrier () const
90 {
91 return thermo . carrier ();
92 }
93

94

95 template<class CloudType>

96 const Foam :: liquidMixtureProperties &
97 Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::liquids () const
98 {
99 return thermo . liquids ();

100 }
101

102

103 template<class CloudType>

104 const Foam :: solidMixtureProperties &
105 Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::solids () const
106 {
107 return thermo . solids ();
108 }
109

110

111 template<class CloudType>

112 const Foam :: phasePropertiesList &
113 Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::phaseProps () const
114 {
115 return phaseProps ;
116 }
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117

118

119 template<class CloudType>

120 Foam :: label Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::nPhase () const
121 {
122 return phaseProps . size ();
123 }
124

125

126 template<class CloudType>

127 const Foam :: wordList & Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::phaseTypes () const
128 {
129 // if only 1 phase , return the constituent component names
130 if ( phaseProps . size () == 1)
131 {
132 return phaseProps [0]. names ();
133 }
134 else
135 {
136 return phaseProps . phaseTypes ();
137 }
138 }
139

140

141 template<class CloudType>

142 const Foam :: wordList & Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >:: stateLabels () const
143 {
144 return phaseProps . stateLabels ();
145 }
146

147

148 template<class CloudType>

149 const Foam :: wordList &
150 Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >:: componentNames ( const label phasei ) const
151 {
152 return phaseProps [ phasei ]. names ();
153 }
154

155

156 template<class CloudType>

157 Foam :: label Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::carrierId
158 (
159 const word & cmptName ,
160 const bool allowNotFound
161 ) const
162 {
163 label id = thermo . carrierId ( cmptName );
164

165 if (id < 0 && ! allowNotFound )
166 {
167 FatalErrorInFunction
168 << " Unable to determine global id for requested component "
169 << cmptName << ". Available components are " << nl
170 << thermo . carrier (). species ()
171 << abort ( FatalError );
172 }
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173

174 return id;
175 }
176

177

178 template<class CloudType>

179 Foam :: label Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::localId
180 (
181 const label phasei ,
182 const word & cmptName ,
183 const bool allowNotFound
184 ) const
185 {
186 label id = phaseProps [ phasei ]. id( cmptName );
187

188 if (id < 0 && ! allowNotFound )
189 {
190 FatalErrorInFunction
191 << " Unable to determine local id for component " << cmptName
192 << abort ( FatalError );
193 }
194

195 return id;
196 }
197

198

199 template<class CloudType>

200 Foam :: label Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >:: localToCarrierId
201 (
202 const label phasei ,
203 const label id ,
204 const bool allowNotFound
205 ) const
206 {
207 label cid = phaseProps [ phasei ]. carrierIds ()[ id ];
208

209 if ( cid < 0 && ! allowNotFound )
210 {
211 FatalErrorInFunction
212 << " Unable to determine global carrier id for phase "
213 << phasei << " with local id " << id
214 << abort ( FatalError );
215 }
216

217 return cid ;
218 }
219

220

221 template<class CloudType>

222 const Foam :: scalarField & Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::Y0
223 (
224 const label phasei
225 ) const
226 {
227 return phaseProps [ phasei ].Y ();
228 }
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229

230

231 template<class CloudType>

232 Foam :: tmp<Foam :: scalarField> Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::X
233 (
234 const label phasei ,
235 const scalarField & Y
236 ) const
237 {
238 const phaseProperties & props = phaseProps [ phasei ];
239 scalarField X(Y. size ());
240 scalar WInv = 0.0;
241 switch ( props . phase ())
242 {
243 case phaseProperties :: GAS :
244 {
245 forAll (Y, i)
246 {
247 label cid = props . carrierIds ()[ i];
248 X[i] = Y[i]/ thermo . carrier (). W( cid );
249 WInv += X[i];
250 }
251 break ;
252 }
253 case phaseProperties :: LIQUID :
254 {
255 forAll (Y, i)
256 {
257 X[i] = Y[i]/ thermo . liquids (). properties ()[ i].W ();
258 WInv += X[i];
259 }
260 break ;
261 }
262 default :
263 {
264 FatalErrorInFunction
265 << " Only possible to convert gas and liquid mass fractions "
266 << abort ( FatalError );
267 }
268 }
269

270 tmp<scalarField> tfld = X/( WInv + ROOTVSMALL );
271 return tfld ;
272 }
273

274

275 template<class CloudType>

276 Foam :: scalar Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::H
277 (
278 const label phasei ,
279 const scalarField & Y,
280 const scalar p,
281 const scalar T
282 ) const
283 {
284 const phaseProperties & props = phaseProps [ phasei ];
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285 scalar HMixture = 0.0;
286 switch ( props . phase ())
287 {
288 case phaseProperties :: GAS :
289 {
290 forAll (Y, i)
291 {
292 label cid = props . carrierIds ()[ i];
293 HMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . carrier (). Ha(cid , p, T);
294 }
295 break ;
296 }
297 case phaseProperties :: LIQUID :
298 {
299 forAll (Y, i)
300 {
301 HMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . liquids (). properties ()[ i].h(p, T);
302 }
303 break ;
304 }
305 case phaseProperties :: SOLID :
306 {
307 forAll (Y, i)
308 {
309 HMixture +=
310 Y[i]
311 ∗(
312 thermo . solids (). properties ()[ i]. Hf ()
313 + thermo . solids (). properties ()[ i]. Cp ()∗ T
314 );
315 }
316 break ;
317 }
318 default :
319 {
320 FatalErrorInFunction
321 << " Unknown phase enumeration " << abort ( FatalError );
322 }
323 }
324

325 return HMixture ;
326 }
327

328

329 template<class CloudType>

330 Foam :: scalar Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::Hs
331 (
332 const label phasei ,
333 const scalarField & Y,
334 const scalar p,
335 const scalar T
336 ) const
337 {
338 const phaseProperties & props = phaseProps [ phasei ];
339 scalar HsMixture = 0.0;
340 switch ( props . phase ())
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341 {
342 case phaseProperties :: GAS :
343 {
344 forAll (Y, i)
345 {
346 label cid = props . carrierIds ()[ i];
347 HsMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . carrier (). Hs(cid , p, T);
348 }
349 break ;
350 }
351 case phaseProperties :: LIQUID :
352 {
353 forAll (Y, i)
354 {
355 HsMixture +=
356 Y[i]
357 ∗(
358 thermo . liquids (). properties ()[ i].h(p, T)
359 − thermo . liquids (). properties ()[ i].h(p, 298.15)
360 );
361 }
362 break ;
363 }
364 case phaseProperties :: SOLID :
365 {
366 forAll (Y, i)
367 {
368 HsMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . solids (). properties ()[ i]. Cp ()∗ T;
369 }
370 break ;
371 }
372 default :
373 {
374 FatalErrorInFunction
375 << " Unknown phase enumeration "
376 << abort ( FatalError );
377 }
378 }
379

380 return HsMixture ;
381 }
382

383

384 template<class CloudType>

385 Foam :: scalar Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::Hc
386 (
387 const label phasei ,
388 const scalarField & Y,
389 const scalar p,
390 const scalar T
391 ) const
392 {
393 const phaseProperties & props = phaseProps [ phasei ];
394 scalar HcMixture = 0.0;
395 switch ( props . phase ())
396 {
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397 case phaseProperties :: GAS :
398 {
399 forAll (Y, i)
400 {
401 label cid = props . carrierIds ()[ i];
402 HcMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . carrier (). Hc( cid );
403 }
404 break ;
405 }
406 case phaseProperties :: LIQUID :
407 {
408 forAll (Y, i)
409 {
410 HcMixture +=
411 Y[i]∗ thermo . liquids (). properties ()[ i].h(p, 298.15);
412 }
413 break ;
414 }
415 case phaseProperties :: SOLID :
416 {
417 forAll (Y, i)
418 {
419 HcMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . solids (). properties ()[ i]. Hf ();
420 }
421 break ;
422 }
423 default :
424 {
425 FatalErrorInFunction
426 << " Unknown phase enumeration "
427 << abort ( FatalError );
428 }
429 }
430

431 return HcMixture ;
432 }
433

434

435 template<class CloudType>

436 Foam :: scalar Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::Cp
437 (
438 const label phasei ,
439 const scalarField & Y,
440 const scalar p,
441 const scalar T
442 ) const
443 {
444 const phaseProperties & props = phaseProps [ phasei ];
445 scalar CpMixture = 0.0;
446

447 switch ( props . phase ())
448 {
449 case phaseProperties :: GAS :
450 {
451 forAll (Y, i)
452 {
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453 label cid = props . carrierIds ()[ i];
454 CpMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . carrier (). Cp(cid , p, T);
455 }
456 break ;
457 }
458 case phaseProperties :: LIQUID :
459 {
460 forAll (Y, i)
461 {
462 CpMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . liquids (). properties ()[ i]. Cp(p, T);
463 }
464 break ;
465 }
466 case phaseProperties :: SOLID :
467 {
468 forAll (Y, i)
469 {
470 CpMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . solids (). properties ()[ i]. Cp ();
471 }
472 break ;
473 }
474 default :
475 {
476 FatalErrorInFunction
477 << " Unknown phase enumeration "
478 << abort ( FatalError );
479 }
480 }
481

482 return CpMixture ;
483 }
484

485

486 template<class CloudType>

487 Foam :: scalar Foam :: CompositionModel<CloudType >::L
488 (
489 const label phasei ,
490 const scalarField & Y,
491 const scalar p,
492 const scalar T
493 ) const
494 {
495 const phaseProperties & props = phaseProps [ phasei ];
496 scalar LMixture = 0.0;
497 switch ( props . phase ())
498 {
499 case phaseProperties :: GAS :
500 {
501 if ( debug )
502 {
503 WarningInFunction
504 << "No support for gaseous components " << endl ;
505 }
506 break ;
507 }
508 case phaseProperties :: LIQUID :
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509 {
510 forAll (Y, i)
511 {
512 LMixture += Y[i]∗ thermo . liquids (). properties ()[ i]. hl(p, T);
513 }
514 break ;
515 }
516 case phaseProperties :: SOLID :
517 {
518 if ( debug )
519 {
520 WarningInFunction
521 << "No support for solid components " << endl ;
522 }
523 break ;
524 }
525 default :
526 {
527 FatalErrorInFunction
528 << " Unknown phase enumeration "
529 << abort ( FatalError );
530 }
531 }
532

533 return LMixture ;
534 }
535

536

537 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
538

539 # include " CompositionModelNew .C"
540

541 // ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ //

B ReactingMultiphaseParcel.C -

CpEff() function with OpenFOAM cp model im-

plementation

Listing 2: ReactingMultiphaseModel.C - Original OpenFOAM Implementation

43 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Private Member Functions ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
44

45 template<class ParcelType>

46 template<class TrackCloudType>

47 Foam :: scalar Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >::CpEff
48 (
49 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
50 trackingData & td ,
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51 const scalar p,
52 const scalar T,
53 const label idG ,
54 const label idL ,
55 const label idS
56 ) const
57 {
58 this−>Y [ GAS ]∗ cloud . composition (). Cp(idG , YGas , p, T)
59 + this−>Y [ LIQ ]∗ cloud . composition (). Cp(idL , YLiquid , p, T)
60 + this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ cloud . composition (). Cp(idS , YSolid , p, T);
61 }
62

63 template<class ParcelType>

64 template<class TrackCloudType>

65 Foam :: scalar Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >::HsEff
66 (
67 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
68 trackingData & td ,
69 const scalar p,
70 const scalar T,
71 const label idG ,
72 const label idL ,
73 const label idS
74 ) const
75 {
76 return
77 this−>Y [ GAS ]∗ cloud . composition (). Hs(idG , YGas , p, T)
78 + this−>Y [ LIQ ]∗ cloud . composition (). Hs(idL , YLiquid , p, T)
79 + this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ cloud . composition (). Hs(idS , YSolid , p, T);
80 }
81

82

83 template<class ParcelType>

84 template<class TrackCloudType>

85 Foam :: scalar Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >::LEff
86 (
87 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
88 trackingData & td ,
89 const scalar p,
90 const scalar T,
91 const label idG ,
92 const label idL ,
93 const label idS
94 ) const
95 {
96 return
97 this−>Y [ GAS ]∗ cloud . composition (). L(idG , YGas , p, T)
98 + this−>Y [ LIQ ]∗ cloud . composition (). L(idL , YLiquid , p, T)
99 + this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ cloud . composition (). L(idS , YSolid , p, T);

100 }
101

102

103 template<class ParcelType>

104 Foam :: scalar Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: updateMassFractions
105 (
106 const scalar mass0 ,
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107 const scalarField & dMassGas ,
108 const scalarField & dMassLiquid ,
109 const scalarField & dMassSolid
110 )
111 {
112 scalarField & YMix = this−>Y ;
113

114 scalar massGas =
115 this−>updateMassFraction ( mass0 ∗ YMix [ GAS ], dMassGas , YGas );
116 scalar massLiquid =
117 this−>updateMassFraction ( mass0 ∗ YMix [ LIQ ], dMassLiquid , YLiquid );
118 scalar massSolid =
119 this−>updateMassFraction ( mass0 ∗ YMix [ SLD ], dMassSolid , YSolid );
120

121 scalar massNew = max ( massGas + massLiquid + massSolid , ROOTVSMALL );
122

123 YMix [ GAS ] = massGas / massNew ;
124 YMix [ LIQ ] = massLiquid / massNew ;
125 YMix [ SLD ] = massSolid / massNew ;
126

127 scalar Ytotal = sum ( YMix );
128

129 YMix [ GAS ] /= Ytotal ;
130 YMix [ LIQ ] /= Ytotal ;
131 YMix [ SLD ] /= Ytotal ;
132

133 return massNew ;
134 }
135

136

137 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Protected Member Functions ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
138

139 template<class ParcelType>

140 template<class TrackCloudType>

141 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: setCellValues
142 (
143 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
144 trackingData & td
145 )
146 {
147 ParcelType :: setCellValues ( cloud , td );
148 }
149

150

151 template<class ParcelType>

152 template<class TrackCloudType>

153 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: cellValueSourceCorrection
154 (
155 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
156 trackingData & td ,
157 const scalar dt
158 )
159 {
160 // Re−use correction from reacting parcel
161 ParcelType :: cellValueSourceCorrection ( cloud , td , dt );
162 }
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163

164

165 template<class ParcelType>

166 template<class TrackCloudType>

167 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >::calc
168 (
169 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
170 trackingData & td ,
171 const scalar dt
172 )
173 {
174 typedef typename TrackCloudType :: reactingCloudType reactingCloudType ;
175 const CompositionModel<reactingCloudType >& composition =
176 cloud . composition ();
177

178 // Define local properties at beginning of timestep
179 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
180

181 const scalar np0 = this−>nParticle ;
182 const scalar d0 = this−>d ;
183 const vector & U0 = this−>U ;
184 const scalar T0 = this−>T ;
185 const scalar mass0 = this−>mass ();
186

187 const scalar pc = td.pc ();
188

189 const scalarField & YMix = this−>Y ;
190 const label idG = composition . idGas ();
191 const label idL = composition . idLiquid ();
192 const label idS = composition . idSolid ();
193

194

195 // Calc surface values
196 scalar Ts , rhos , mus , Prs , kappas ;
197 this−>calcSurfaceValues ( cloud , td , T0 , Ts , rhos , mus , Prs , kappas );
198 scalar Res = this−>Re(rhos , U0 , td.Uc () , d0 , mus );
199

200

201 // Sources
202 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
203

204 // Explicit momentum source for particle
205 vector Su = Zero ;
206

207 // Linearised momentum source coefficient
208 scalar Spu = 0.0;
209

210 // Momentum transfer from the particle to the carrier phase
211 vector dUTrans = Zero ;
212

213 // Explicit enthalpy source for particle
214 scalar Sh = 0.0;
215

216 // Linearised enthalpy source coefficient
217 scalar Sph = 0.0;
218
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219 // Sensible enthalpy transfer from the particle to the carrier phase
220 scalar dhsTrans = 0.0;
221

222

223 // 1. Compute models that contribute to mass transfer − U, T held constant
224 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
225

226 // Phase change in liquid phase
227 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
228

229 // Mass transfer due to phase change
230 scalarField dMassPC ( YLiquid . size () , 0.0);
231

232 // Molar flux of species emitted from the particle ( kmol /m ˆ2/ s)
233 scalar Ne = 0.0;
234

235 // Sum Ni∗ Cpi ∗Wi of emission species
236 scalar NCpW = 0.0;
237

238 // Surface concentrations of emitted species
239 scalarField Cs( composition . carrier (). species (). size () , 0.0);
240

241 // Calc mass and enthalpy transfer due to phase change
242 this−>calcPhaseChange
243 (
244 cloud ,
245 td ,
246 dt ,
247 Res ,
248 Prs ,
249 Ts ,
250 mus /rhos ,
251 d0 ,
252 T0 ,
253 mass0 ,
254 idL ,
255 YMix [ LIQ ],
256 YLiquid ,
257 dMassPC ,
258 Sh ,
259 Ne ,
260 NCpW ,
261 Cs
262 );
263

264

265 // Devolatilisation
266 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
267

268 // Mass transfer due to devolatilisation
269 scalarField dMassDV ( YGas . size () , 0.0);
270

271 // Calc mass and enthalpy transfer due to devolatilisation
272 calcDevolatilisation
273 (
274 cloud ,
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275 td ,
276 dt ,
277 this−>age ,
278 Ts ,
279 d0 ,
280 T0 ,
281 mass0 ,
282 this−>mass0 ,
283 YMix [ GAS ]∗ YGas ,
284 YMix [ LIQ ]∗ YLiquid ,
285 YMix [ SLD ]∗ YSolid ,
286 canCombust ,
287 dMassDV ,
288 Sh ,
289 Ne ,
290 NCpW ,
291 Cs
292 );
293

294 // Surface reactions
295 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
296

297 // Change in carrier phase composition due to surface reactions
298 scalarField dMassSRGas ( YGas . size () , 0.0);
299 scalarField dMassSRLiquid ( YLiquid . size () , 0.0);
300 scalarField dMassSRSolid ( YSolid . size () , 0.0);
301 scalarField dMassSRCarrier ( composition . carrier (). species (). size () , 0.0);
302

303 // Calc mass and enthalpy transfer due to surface reactions
304 calcSurfaceReactions
305 (
306 cloud ,
307 td ,
308 dt ,
309 d0 ,
310 T0 ,
311 mass0 ,
312 canCombust ,
313 Ne ,
314 YMix ,
315 YGas ,
316 YLiquid ,
317 YSolid ,
318 dMassSRGas ,
319 dMassSRLiquid ,
320 dMassSRSolid ,
321 dMassSRCarrier ,
322 Sh ,
323 dhsTrans
324 );
325

326 // 2. Update the parcel properties due to change in mass
327 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
328

329 scalarField dMassGas ( dMassDV + dMassSRGas );
330 scalarField dMassLiquid ( dMassPC + dMassSRLiquid );
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331 scalarField dMassSolid ( dMassSRSolid );
332

333 scalar mass1 = mass0 − sum ( dMassGas ) − sum ( dMassLiquid ) − sum ( dMassSolid );
334

335 // Remove the particle when mass falls below minimum threshold
336 if ( np0 ∗ mass1 < cloud . constProps (). minParcelMass ())
337 {
338 td. keepParticle = false ;
339

340 if ( cloud . solution (). coupled ())
341 {
342 scalar dm = np0 ∗ mass0 ;
343

344 // Absorb parcel into carrier phase
345 forAll ( YGas , i)
346 {
347 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (GAS , i);
348 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ YMix [ GAS ]∗ YGas [i];
349 }
350 forAll ( YLiquid , i)
351 {
352 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (LIQ , i);
353 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ YMix [ LIQ ]∗ YLiquid [i];
354 }
355

356 // No mapping between solid components and carrier phase
357 /∗
358 forAll ( YSolid , i)
359 {
360 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (SLD , i);
361 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ YMix [ SLD ]∗ YSolid [i];
362 }
363 ∗/
364

365 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
366

367 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] +=
368 dm∗ HsEff ( cloud , td , pc , T0 , idG , idL , idS );
369

370 cloud . phaseChange (). addToPhaseChangeMass ( np0 ∗ mass1 );
371 }
372

373 return ;
374 }
375

376 ( void ) updateMassFractions ( mass0 , dMassGas , dMassLiquid , dMassSolid );
377

378 // Update particle density or diameter
379 if ( cloud . constProps (). constantVolume ())
380 {
381 this−>rho = mass1 /this−>volume ();
382 }
383 else
384 {
385 this−>d = cbrt ( mass1 /this−>rho ∗6.0/ pi );
386 }
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387

388 // Correct surface values due to emitted species
389 this−>correctSurfaceValues ( cloud , td , Ts , Cs , rhos , mus , Prs , kappas );
390 Res = this−>Re(rhos , U0 , td.Uc () , this−>d , mus );
391

392

393 // 3. Compute heat− and momentum transfers
394 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
395

396 // Heat transfer
397 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
398

399 // Calculate new particle temperature
400 this−>T =
401 this−>calcHeatTransfer
402 (
403 cloud ,
404 td ,
405 dt ,
406 Res ,
407 Prs ,
408 kappas ,
409 NCpW ,
410 Sh ,
411 dhsTrans ,
412 Sph
413 );
414

415

416 this−>Cp = CpEff ( cloud , td , pc , this−>T , idG , idL , idS );
417

418

419 // Motion
420 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜
421

422 // Calculate new particle velocity
423 this−>U =
424 this−>calcVelocity ( cloud , td , dt , Res , mus , mass1 , Su , dUTrans , Spu );
425

426

427 // 4. Accumulate carrier phase source terms
428 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
429

430 if ( cloud . solution (). coupled ())
431 {
432 // Transfer mass lost to carrier mass , momentum and enthalpy sources
433 forAll ( YGas , i)
434 {
435 scalar dm = np0 ∗ dMassGas [i];
436 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (GAS , i);
437 scalar hs = composition . carrier (). Hs(gid , pc , T0 );
438 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm;
439 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
440 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ hs;
441 }
442 forAll ( YLiquid , i)
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443 {
444 scalar dm = np0 ∗ dMassLiquid [i];
445 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (LIQ , i);
446 scalar hs = composition . carrier (). Hs(gid , pc , T0 );
447 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm;
448 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
449 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ hs;
450 }
451

452 // No mapping between solid components and carrier phase
453 /∗
454 forAll ( YSolid , i)
455 {
456 scalar dm = np0 ∗ dMassSolid [i];
457 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (SLD , i);
458 scalar hs = composition . carrier (). Hs(gid , pc , T0 );
459 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm;
460 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
461 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ hs;
462 }
463 ∗/
464

465 forAll ( dMassSRCarrier , i)
466 {
467 scalar dm = np0 ∗ dMassSRCarrier [i];
468 scalar hs = composition . carrier (). Hs(i, pc , T0 );
469 cloud . rhoTrans (i)[ this−>cell ()] += dm;
470 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
471 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ hs;
472 }
473

474 // Update momentum transfer
475 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += np0 ∗ dUTrans ;
476 cloud . UCoeff ()[ this−>cell ()] += np0 ∗ Spu ;
477

478 // Update sensible enthalpy transfer
479 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += np0 ∗ dhsTrans ;
480 cloud . hsCoeff ()[ this−>cell ()] += np0 ∗ Sph ;
481

482 // Update radiation fields
483 if ( cloud . radiation ())
484 {
485 const scalar ap = this−>areaP ();
486 const scalar T4 = pow4 (T0 );
487 cloud . radAreaP ()[ this−>cell ()] += dt ∗ np0 ∗ap;
488 cloud . radT4 ()[ this−>cell ()] += dt ∗ np0 ∗ T4;
489 cloud . radAreaPT4 ()[ this−>cell ()] += dt ∗ np0 ∗ap∗T4;
490 }
491 }
492 }
493

494

495 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Protected Member Functions ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
496

497 template<class ParcelType>

498 template<class TrackCloudType>
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499 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: calcDevolatilisation
500 (
501 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
502 trackingData & td ,
503 const scalar dt ,
504 const scalar age ,
505 const scalar Ts ,
506 const scalar d,
507 const scalar T,
508 const scalar mass ,
509 const scalar mass0 ,
510 const scalarField & YGasEff ,
511 const scalarField & YLiquidEff ,
512 const scalarField & YSolidEff ,
513 label & canCombust ,
514 scalarField & dMassDV ,
515 scalar & Sh ,
516 scalar & N,
517 scalar & NCpW ,
518 scalarField & Cs
519 ) const
520 {
521 // Check that model is active
522 if (! cloud . devolatilisation (). active ())
523 {
524 return ;
525 }
526

527 // Initialise demand−driven constants
528 ( void ) cloud . constProps (). TDevol ();
529 ( void ) cloud . constProps (). LDevol ();
530

531 // Check that the parcel temperature is within necessary limits for
532 // devolatilisation to occur
533 if (T < cloud . constProps (). TDevol () | | canCombust == −1)
534 {
535 return ;
536 }
537

538 typedef typename TrackCloudType :: reactingCloudType reactingCloudType ;
539 const CompositionModel<reactingCloudType >& composition =
540 cloud . composition ();
541

542

543 // Total mass of volatiles evolved
544 cloud . devolatilisation (). calculate
545 (
546 dt ,
547 age ,
548 mass0 ,
549 mass ,
550 T,
551 YGasEff ,
552 YLiquidEff ,
553 YSolidEff ,
554 canCombust ,
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555 dMassDV
556 );
557

558 scalar dMassTot = sum ( dMassDV );
559

560 cloud . devolatilisation (). addToDevolatilisationMass
561 (
562 this−>nParticle ∗ dMassTot
563 );
564

565 Sh −= dMassTot ∗ cloud . constProps (). LDevol ()/ dt;
566

567 // Update molar emissions
568 if ( cloud . heatTransfer (). BirdCorrection ())
569 {
570 // Molar average molecular weight of carrier mix
571 const scalar Wc = max ( SMALL , td. rhoc ()∗ RR∗ td.Tc ()/ td.pc ());
572

573 // Note : hardcoded gaseous diffusivities for now
574 // TODO : add to carrier thermo
575 const scalar beta = sqr ( cbrt (15.0) + cbrt (15.0));
576

577 forAll ( dMassDV , i)
578 {
579 const label id = composition . localToCarrierId (GAS , i);
580 const scalar Cp = composition . carrier (). Cp(id , td.pc () , Ts );
581 const scalar W = composition . carrier (). W(id );
582 const scalar Ni = dMassDV [i ]/( this−>areaS (d)∗ dt∗W);
583

584 // Dab calc 'd using API vapour mass diffusivity function
585 const scalar Dab =
586 3.6059 e−3∗(pow (1.8∗ Ts , 1.75))
587 ∗ sqrt (1.0/ W + 1.0/ Wc)
588 /( td.pc ()∗ beta );
589

590 N += Ni;
591 NCpW += Ni ∗Cp∗W;
592 Cs[id] += Ni ∗d /(2.0∗ Dab );
593 }
594 }
595 }
596

597

598 template<class ParcelType>

599 template<class TrackCloudType>

600 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: calcSurfaceReactions
601 (
602 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
603 trackingData & td ,
604 const scalar dt ,
605 const scalar d,
606 const scalar T,
607 const scalar mass ,
608 const label canCombust ,
609 const scalar N,
610 const scalarField & YMix ,
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611 const scalarField & YGas ,
612 const scalarField & YLiquid ,
613 const scalarField & YSolid ,
614 scalarField & dMassSRGas ,
615 scalarField & dMassSRLiquid ,
616 scalarField & dMassSRSolid ,
617 scalarField & dMassSRCarrier ,
618 scalar & Sh ,
619 scalar & dhsTrans
620 ) const
621 {
622 // Check that model is active
623 if (! cloud . surfaceReaction (). active ())
624 {
625 return ;
626 }
627

628 // Initialise demand−driven constants
629 ( void ) cloud . constProps (). hRetentionCoeff ();
630 ( void ) cloud . constProps (). TMax ();
631

632 // Check that model is active
633 if ( canCombust != 1)
634 {
635 return ;
636 }
637

638

639 // Update surface reactions
640 const scalar hReaction = cloud . surfaceReaction (). calculate
641 (
642 dt ,
643 this−>cell () ,
644 d,
645 T,
646 td.Tc () ,
647 td.pc () ,
648 td. rhoc () ,
649 mass ,
650 YGas ,
651 YLiquid ,
652 YSolid ,
653 YMix ,
654 N,
655 dMassSRGas ,
656 dMassSRLiquid ,
657 dMassSRSolid ,
658 dMassSRCarrier
659 );
660

661 cloud . surfaceReaction (). addToSurfaceReactionMass
662 (
663 this−>nParticle
664 ∗( sum ( dMassSRGas ) + sum ( dMassSRLiquid ) + sum ( dMassSRSolid ))
665 );
666
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667 const scalar xsi = min (T/ cloud . constProps (). TMax () , 1.0);
668 const scalar coeff =
669 (1.0 − xsi ∗ xsi )∗ cloud . constProps (). hRetentionCoeff ();
670

671 Sh += coeff ∗ hReaction /dt;
672

673 dhsTrans += (1.0 − coeff )∗ hReaction ;
674 }
675

676

677 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Constructors ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
678

679 template<class ParcelType>

680 Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: ReactingMultiphaseParcel
681 (
682 const ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >& p
683 )
684 :
685 ParcelType (p),
686 YGas (p. YGas ),
687 YLiquid (p. YLiquid ),
688 YSolid (p. YSolid ),
689 canCombust (p. canCombust )
690 {}
691

692

693 template<class ParcelType>

694 Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: ReactingMultiphaseParcel
695 (
696 const ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >& p,
697 const polyMesh & mesh
698 )
699 :
700 ParcelType (p, mesh ),
701 YGas (p. YGas ),
702 YLiquid (p. YLiquid ),
703 YSolid (p. YSolid ),
704 canCombust (p. canCombust )
705 {}
706

707

708 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ IOStream operators ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
709

710 # include " ReactingMultiphaseParcelIO .C"
711

712 // ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ //

C DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation.C

Listing 3: DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation.C
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26 \∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−∗/
27

28 # include " DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation .H"
29

30 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Constructors ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
31

32 template<class CloudType>

33 Foam :: DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation<CloudType >::
34 DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation
35 (
36 const dictionary & dict ,
37 CloudType & owner
38 )
39 :
40 DevolatilisationModel<CloudType >(dict , owner , typeName ),
41 volatileData (this−>coeffDict (). lookup (" volatileData ")) ,
42 YVolatile0 ( volatileData . size ()) ,
43 volatileToGasMap ( volatileData . size ()) ,
44 residualCoeff (this−>coeffDict (). getScalar (" residualCoeff "))
45 {
46 if ( volatileData . empty ())
47 {
48 WarningInFunction
49 << " Devolatilisation model selected , but no volatiles defined "
50 << nl << endl ;
51 }
52 else
53 {
54 Info<< " Participating volatile species :" << endl ;
55

56 // Determine mapping between active volatiles and cloud gas components
57 const label idGas = owner . composition (). idGas ();
58 const scalar YGasTot = owner . composition (). YMixture0 ()[ idGas ];
59 const scalarField & YGas = owner . composition (). Y0( idGas );
60 forAll ( volatileData , i)
61 {
62 const word & specieName = volatileData [i]. name ();
63 const label id = owner . composition (). localId ( idGas , specieName );
64 volatileToGasMap [i] = id;
65 YVolatile0 [i] = YGasTot ∗ YGas [id ];
66

67 Info<< " " << specieName << ": particle mass fraction = "
68 << YVolatile0 [i] << endl ;
69 }
70 }
71 }
72

73

74 template<class CloudType>

75 Foam :: DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation<CloudType >::
76 DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation
77 (
78 const DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation<CloudType >& dm
79 )
80 :
81 DevolatilisationModel<CloudType >(dm),
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82 volatileData (dm. volatileData ),
83 YVolatile0 (dm. YVolatile0 ),
84 volatileToGasMap (dm. volatileToGasMap ),
85 residualCoeff (dm. residualCoeff )
86 {}
87

88

89 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Destructor ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
90

91 template<class CloudType>

92 Foam :: DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation<CloudType >::
93 ˜ DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation ()
94 {}
95

96

97 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Member Functions ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
98

99 template<class CloudType>

100 void Foam :: DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation<CloudType >::calculate
101 (
102 const scalar dt ,
103 const scalar age ,
104 const scalar mass0 ,
105 const scalar mass ,
106 const scalar T,
107 const scalarField & YGasEff ,
108 const scalarField & YLiquidEff ,
109 const scalarField & YSolidEff ,
110 label & canCombust ,
111 scalarField & dMassDV
112 ) const
113 {
114 bool done = true ;
115 forAll ( volatileData , i)
116 {
117 const label id = volatileToGasMap [i];
118 const scalar massVolatile0 = mass0 ∗ YVolatile0 [i];
119 const scalar massVolatile = mass ∗ YGasEff [id ];
120

121 // Ash must be declared as second variable in the thermophysical file
122 // Combustion allowed once all volatile components evolved
123 done = done && ( massVolatile <= residualCoeff ∗ massVolatile0 );
124

125 // Model coefficients
126 const scalar a1 = volatileData [i]. a1 ();
127 const scalar A1 = volatileData [i]. A1 ();
128 const scalar E1 = volatileData [i]. E1 ();
129

130 const scalar a2 = volatileData [i]. a2 ();
131 const scalar A2 = volatileData [i]. A2 ();
132 const scalar E2 = volatileData [i]. E2 ();
133

134 // Kinetic Rates
135 const scalar k1 = A1∗ exp(−E1 /( RR∗T ));
136 const scalar k2 = A2∗ exp(−E2 /( RR∗T ));
137
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138 // Mass transferred from particle to carrier gas phase
139 dMassDV [id] = min (( a1 ∗k1 + a2 ∗k2 )∗ massVolatile ∗dt , massVolatile );
140 }
141 if ( done && canCombust != −1)
142 {
143 canCombust = 1;
144 }
145 }
146

147

148 // ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ //

D DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation.H

Listing 4: DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation.H

63 \∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−∗/
64

65 # ifndef DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation H
66 # define DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation H
67

68 # include " DevolatilisationModel .H"
69

70 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
71

72 namespace Foam
73 {
74 /∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−∗\
75 Class DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation Declaration
76 \∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−∗/
77

78 template<class CloudType>

79 class DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation
80 :
81 public DevolatilisationModel<CloudType>

82 {
83 // Helper class to store specie−local volatile data
84 class volatileData
85 {
86 // Private data
87

88 //− Specie name
89 word name ;
90

91 //− Stoichiometric coefficient − 1
92 scalar a1 ;
93

94 //− Pre−exponential factor − 1
95 scalar A1 ;
96

97 //− Activiation Energy − 1
98 scalar E1 ;
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99

100 //− Stoichiometric coefficient − 1
101 scalar a2 ;
102

103 //− Pre−exponential factor − 2
104 scalar A2 ;
105

106 //− Activiation Energy − 2
107 scalar E2 ;
108

109 // Addressing
110

111 //− Ash positions in global / local lists
112 label ashLocalId ;
113

114 public :
115

116 // Constructors
117

118 //− Null constructor
119 volatileData ()
120 :
121 name ( word :: null ),
122 a1 (0.0) ,
123 A1 (0.0) ,
124 E1 (0.0) ,
125 a2 (0.0) ,
126 A2 (0.0) ,
127 E2 (0.0)
128 {}
129

130 //− Construct from Istream
131 volatileData ( Istream & is)
132 :
133 name (is),
134 a1 ( readScalar (is )) ,
135 A1 ( readScalar (is )) ,
136 E2 ( readScalar (is )) ,
137 a2 ( readScalar (is )) ,
138 A2 ( readScalar (is )) ,
139 E2 ( readScalar (is ))
140 {}
141

142 //− Construct as copy
143 volatileData ( const volatileData & vd)
144 :
145 name (vd. name ),
146 a1 (vd. a1 ),
147 A1 (vd. A1 ),
148 E1 (vd. E1 ),
149 a2 (vd. a2 ),
150 A2 (vd. A2 ),
151 E2 (vd. E2 )
152 {}
153

154
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155 //− Destructor
156 ˜ volatileData ()
157 {}
158

159

160 // Public Member Functions
161

162 // Access
163

164 //− Return const access to the name
165 const word & name () const
166 {
167 return name ;
168 }
169

170 //− Return const access to the alpha − 1
171 scalar a1 () const
172 {
173 return a1 ;
174 }
175

176 //− Return const access to the pre−exponential factor − 1
177 scalar A1 () const
178 {
179 return A1 ;
180 }
181

182 //− Return const access to the activation energy − 1
183 scalar E1 () const
184 {
185 return E1 ;
186 }
187

188 //− Return const access to the alpha − 2
189 scalar a2 () const
190 {
191 return a2 ;
192 }
193

194 //− Return const access to the pre−exponential factor − 2
195 scalar A2 () const
196 {
197 return A2 ;
198 }
199

200 //− Return const access to the activation energy − 2
201 scalar E2 () const
202 {
203 return E2 ;
204 }
205

206 // IOstream Operators
207

208 //− Read from Istream
209 friend Istream & operator>>(Istream & is , volatileData & vd)
210 {
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211 is. readBeginList (" volatileData ");
212 is >> vd. name >> vd. a1 >> vd. A1 >> vd. E1 >>

213 vd. a2 >> vd. A2 >> vd. E2 ;
214 is. readEndList (" volatileData ");
215

216 return is;
217 }
218

219 //− Write to Ostream
220 friend Ostream & operator<<(Ostream & os , const volatileData & vd)
221 {
222 os << token :: BEGIN LIST
223 << vd. name << token :: SPACE
224 << vd. a1 << token :: SPACE
225 << vd. A1 << token :: SPACE
226 << vd. E1 << token :: SPACE
227 << vd. a2 << token :: SPACE
228 << vd. A2 << token :: SPACE
229 << vd. E2 << token :: END LIST ;
230

231 return os;
232 }
233 };
234

235

236 // Private data
237

238 // Model constants
239

240 //− List of volatile data − ( name A1 &2 E1 &2)
241 List<volatileData> volatileData ;
242

243 //− List of initial volatile mass fractions
244 List<scalar> YVolatile0 ;
245

246 //− Mapping between local and cloud gaseous species
247 List<label> volatileToGasMap ;
248

249 //− Volatile residual coefficient (0−1)
250 // When the fraction of volatiles are depleted below this
251 // threshold , combustion can occur
252 const scalar residualCoeff ;
253

254 //− Dynamic Volatile Switch
255 // const scalar dynamicVolatiles ;
256

257 public :
258

259 //− Runtime type information
260 TypeName (" dualCompetingRateDevolatilisation ");
261

262

263 // Constructors
264

265 //− Construct from dictionary
266 DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation
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267 (
268 const dictionary & dict ,
269 CloudType & owner
270 );
271

272 //− Construct copy
273 DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation
274 (
275 const DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation<CloudType >& dm
276 );
277

278 //− Construct and return a clone
279 virtual autoPtr<DevolatilisationModel<CloudType>> clone () const
280 {
281 return autoPtr<DevolatilisationModel<CloudType>>

282 (
283 new DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation<CloudType >(∗this )
284 );
285 }
286

287

288 //− Destructor
289 virtual ˜ DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation ();
290

291

292 // Member Functions
293

294 //− Update model
295 virtual void calculate
296 (
297 const scalar dt , // timestep
298 const scalar age , // age
299 const scalar mass0 , // mass ( initial on injection )
300 const scalar mass , // mass
301 const scalar T, // temperature
302 const scalarField & YGasEff , // gas component mass fractions
303 const scalarField & YLiquidEff , // liquid component mass fractions
304 const scalarField & YSolidEff , // solid component mass fractions
305 label & canCombust , // 'can combust ' flag
306 scalarField & dMassDV // mass transfer − local to particle
307 ) const ;
308 };
309

310

311 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
312

313 } // End namespace Foam
314

315 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
316

317 # ifdef NoRepository
318 # include " DualCompetingRateDevolatilisation .C"
319 # endif
320

321 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
322
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323 # endif
324

325 // ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ //

E ReactingMultiphaseParcel.C -

CpEff() function with Kirov cp model imple-

mentation

Listing 5: ReactingMultiphaseParcel.C

43 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Private Member Functions ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
44

45 template<class ParcelType>

46 template<class TrackCloudType>

47 Foam :: scalar Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >::CpEff
48 (
49 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
50 trackingData & td ,
51 const scalar p,
52 const scalar T,
53 const label idG ,
54 const label idL ,
55 const label idS
56 ) const
57 {
58 // Kirov Model Implementation
59 // Calculating DAF mass fraction
60 // Ash must be in second position within constant / coalCloud1Properties file
61 const scalar massFractionDAF = this−>Y [ GAS ] + this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ YSolid [0];
62

63 // DAF Mass Fraction of Gaseous Volatile Matter
64 const scalar Y VM = this−>Y [ GAS ]/ massFractionDAF ;
65

66 // DAF Mass Fraction of Fixed Carbon
67 const scalar Y FC = (this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ YSolid [0])/ massFractionDAF ;
68

69 // Cp of Fixed Carbon
70 const scalar Cp FC = (−0.218 + (3.807 e−3)∗T − (1.758 e−6)∗T∗T )∗1000;
71

72 // Cp of Primary and Secondary Volatiles
73 const scalar Cp VM1 = (0.728 + (3.391 e−3)∗T )∗1000;
74 const scalar Cp VM2 = (2.273 + (2.554 e−3)∗T )∗1000;
75

76 // Calculating Particle Cp Value
77 // Fixed Carbon Calculation
78 scalar Cp Kirov = 0.0;
79 Cp Kirov += Y FC ∗ Cp FC ;
80
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81 // Primary and Secondary Volatiles Calculation
82 // Condition : Secondary contains max . of 0.1 of total gaseous VM
83 if ( Y VM > 0.1)
84 {
85 Cp Kirov += ( Y VM −0.1)∗ Cp VM1 + 0.1∗ Cp VM2 ;
86 }
87 else if ( Y VM <= 0.1 && Y VM > 0)
88 {
89 Cp Kirov += Y VM ∗ Cp VM2 ;
90 }
91 else if ( Y VM <= 0)
92 {
93 Cp Kirov += 0;
94 }
95

96 return Cp Kirov ;
97 }
98

99 template<class ParcelType>

100 template<class TrackCloudType>

101 Foam :: scalar Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >::HsEff
102 (
103 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
104 trackingData & td ,
105 const scalar p,
106 const scalar T,
107 const label idG ,
108 const label idL ,
109 const label idS
110 ) const
111 {
112 return
113 this−>Y [ GAS ]∗ cloud . composition (). Hs(idG , YGas , p, T)
114 + this−>Y [ LIQ ]∗ cloud . composition (). Hs(idL , YLiquid , p, T)
115 + this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ cloud . composition (). Hs(idS , YSolid , p, T);
116 }
117

118

119 template<class ParcelType>

120 template<class TrackCloudType>

121 Foam :: scalar Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >::LEff
122 (
123 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
124 trackingData & td ,
125 const scalar p,
126 const scalar T,
127 const label idG ,
128 const label idL ,
129 const label idS
130 ) const
131 {
132 return
133 this−>Y [ GAS ]∗ cloud . composition (). L(idG , YGas , p, T)
134 + this−>Y [ LIQ ]∗ cloud . composition (). L(idL , YLiquid , p, T)
135 + this−>Y [ SLD ]∗ cloud . composition (). L(idS , YSolid , p, T);
136 }
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137

138

139 template<class ParcelType>

140 Foam :: scalar Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: updateMassFractions
141 (
142 const scalar mass0 ,
143 const scalarField & dMassGas ,
144 const scalarField & dMassLiquid ,
145 const scalarField & dMassSolid
146 )
147 {
148 scalarField & YMix = this−>Y ;
149

150 scalar massGas =
151 this−>updateMassFraction ( mass0 ∗ YMix [ GAS ], dMassGas , YGas );
152 scalar massLiquid =
153 this−>updateMassFraction ( mass0 ∗ YMix [ LIQ ], dMassLiquid , YLiquid );
154 scalar massSolid =
155 this−>updateMassFraction ( mass0 ∗ YMix [ SLD ], dMassSolid , YSolid );
156

157 scalar massNew = max ( massGas + massLiquid + massSolid , ROOTVSMALL );
158

159 YMix [ GAS ] = massGas / massNew ;
160 YMix [ LIQ ] = massLiquid / massNew ;
161 YMix [ SLD ] = massSolid / massNew ;
162

163 scalar Ytotal = sum ( YMix );
164

165 YMix [ GAS ] /= Ytotal ;
166 YMix [ LIQ ] /= Ytotal ;
167 YMix [ SLD ] /= Ytotal ;
168

169 return massNew ;
170 }
171

172

173 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Protected Member Functions ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
174

175 template<class ParcelType>

176 template<class TrackCloudType>

177 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: setCellValues
178 (
179 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
180 trackingData & td
181 )
182 {
183 ParcelType :: setCellValues ( cloud , td );
184 }
185

186

187 template<class ParcelType>

188 template<class TrackCloudType>

189 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: cellValueSourceCorrection
190 (
191 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
192 trackingData & td ,
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193 const scalar dt
194 )
195 {
196 // Re−use correction from reacting parcel
197 ParcelType :: cellValueSourceCorrection ( cloud , td , dt );
198 }
199

200

201 template<class ParcelType>

202 template<class TrackCloudType>

203 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >::calc
204 (
205 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
206 trackingData & td ,
207 const scalar dt
208 )
209 {
210 typedef typename TrackCloudType :: reactingCloudType reactingCloudType ;
211 const CompositionModel<reactingCloudType >& composition =
212 cloud . composition ();
213

214 // Define local properties at beginning of timestep
215 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
216

217 const scalar np0 = this−>nParticle ;
218 const scalar d0 = this−>d ;
219 const vector & U0 = this−>U ;
220 const scalar T0 = this−>T ;
221 const scalar mass0 = this−>mass ();
222

223 const scalar pc = td.pc ();
224

225 const scalarField & YMix = this−>Y ;
226 const label idG = composition . idGas ();
227 const label idL = composition . idLiquid ();
228 const label idS = composition . idSolid ();
229

230

231 // Calc surface values
232 scalar Ts , rhos , mus , Prs , kappas ;
233 this−>calcSurfaceValues ( cloud , td , T0 , Ts , rhos , mus , Prs , kappas );
234 scalar Res = this−>Re(rhos , U0 , td.Uc () , d0 , mus );
235

236

237 // Sources
238 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
239

240 // Explicit momentum source for particle
241 vector Su = Zero ;
242

243 // Linearised momentum source coefficient
244 scalar Spu = 0.0;
245

246 // Momentum transfer from the particle to the carrier phase
247 vector dUTrans = Zero ;
248
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249 // Explicit enthalpy source for particle
250 scalar Sh = 0.0;
251

252 // Linearised enthalpy source coefficient
253 scalar Sph = 0.0;
254

255 // Sensible enthalpy transfer from the particle to the carrier phase
256 scalar dhsTrans = 0.0;
257

258

259 // 1. Compute models that contribute to mass transfer − U, T held constant
260 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
261

262 // Phase change in liquid phase
263 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
264

265 // Mass transfer due to phase change
266 scalarField dMassPC ( YLiquid . size () , 0.0);
267

268 // Molar flux of species emitted from the particle ( kmol /m ˆ2/ s)
269 scalar Ne = 0.0;
270

271 // Sum Ni∗ Cpi ∗Wi of emission species
272 scalar NCpW = 0.0;
273

274 // Surface concentrations of emitted species
275 scalarField Cs( composition . carrier (). species (). size () , 0.0);
276

277 // Calc mass and enthalpy transfer due to phase change
278 this−>calcPhaseChange
279 (
280 cloud ,
281 td ,
282 dt ,
283 Res ,
284 Prs ,
285 Ts ,
286 mus /rhos ,
287 d0 ,
288 T0 ,
289 mass0 ,
290 idL ,
291 YMix [ LIQ ],
292 YLiquid ,
293 dMassPC ,
294 Sh ,
295 Ne ,
296 NCpW ,
297 Cs
298 );
299

300

301 // Devolatilisation
302 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
303

304 // Mass transfer due to devolatilisation
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305 scalarField dMassDV ( YGas . size () , 0.0);
306

307 // Calc mass and enthalpy transfer due to devolatilisation
308 calcDevolatilisation
309 (
310 cloud ,
311 td ,
312 dt ,
313 this−>age ,
314 Ts ,
315 d0 ,
316 T0 ,
317 mass0 ,
318 this−>mass0 ,
319 YMix [ GAS ]∗ YGas ,
320 YMix [ LIQ ]∗ YLiquid ,
321 YMix [ SLD ]∗ YSolid ,
322 canCombust ,
323 dMassDV ,
324 Sh ,
325 Ne ,
326 NCpW ,
327 Cs
328 );
329

330 // Surface reactions
331 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
332

333 // Change in carrier phase composition due to surface reactions
334 scalarField dMassSRGas ( YGas . size () , 0.0);
335 scalarField dMassSRLiquid ( YLiquid . size () , 0.0);
336 scalarField dMassSRSolid ( YSolid . size () , 0.0);
337 scalarField dMassSRCarrier ( composition . carrier (). species (). size () , 0.0);
338

339 // Calc mass and enthalpy transfer due to surface reactions
340 calcSurfaceReactions
341 (
342 cloud ,
343 td ,
344 dt ,
345 d0 ,
346 T0 ,
347 mass0 ,
348 canCombust ,
349 Ne ,
350 YMix ,
351 YGas ,
352 YLiquid ,
353 YSolid ,
354 dMassSRGas ,
355 dMassSRLiquid ,
356 dMassSRSolid ,
357 dMassSRCarrier ,
358 Sh ,
359 dhsTrans
360 );
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361

362 // 2. Update the parcel properties due to change in mass
363 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
364

365 scalarField dMassGas ( dMassDV + dMassSRGas );
366 scalarField dMassLiquid ( dMassPC + dMassSRLiquid );
367 scalarField dMassSolid ( dMassSRSolid );
368

369 scalar mass1 = mass0 − sum ( dMassGas ) − sum ( dMassLiquid ) − sum ( dMassSolid );
370

371 // Remove the particle when mass falls below minimum threshold
372 if ( np0 ∗ mass1 < cloud . constProps (). minParcelMass ())
373 {
374 td. keepParticle = false ;
375

376 if ( cloud . solution (). coupled ())
377 {
378 scalar dm = np0 ∗ mass0 ;
379

380 // Absorb parcel into carrier phase
381 forAll ( YGas , i)
382 {
383 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (GAS , i);
384 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ YMix [ GAS ]∗ YGas [i];
385 }
386 forAll ( YLiquid , i)
387 {
388 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (LIQ , i);
389 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ YMix [ LIQ ]∗ YLiquid [i];
390 }
391

392 // No mapping between solid components and carrier phase
393 /∗
394 forAll ( YSolid , i)
395 {
396 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (SLD , i);
397 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ YMix [ SLD ]∗ YSolid [i];
398 }
399 ∗/
400

401 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
402

403 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] +=
404 dm∗ HsEff ( cloud , td , pc , T0 , idG , idL , idS );
405

406 cloud . phaseChange (). addToPhaseChangeMass ( np0 ∗ mass1 );
407 }
408

409 return ;
410 }
411

412 ( void ) updateMassFractions ( mass0 , dMassGas , dMassLiquid , dMassSolid );
413

414 // Update particle density or diameter
415 if ( cloud . constProps (). constantVolume ())
416 {
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417 this−>rho = mass1 /this−>volume ();
418 }
419 else
420 {
421 this−>d = cbrt ( mass1 /this−>rho ∗6.0/ pi );
422 }
423

424 // Correct surface values due to emitted species
425 this−>correctSurfaceValues ( cloud , td , Ts , Cs , rhos , mus , Prs , kappas );
426 Res = this−>Re(rhos , U0 , td.Uc () , this−>d , mus );
427

428

429 // 3. Compute heat− and momentum transfers
430 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
431

432 // Heat transfer
433 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
434

435 // Calculate new particle temperature
436 this−>T =
437 this−>calcHeatTransfer
438 (
439 cloud ,
440 td ,
441 dt ,
442 Res ,
443 Prs ,
444 kappas ,
445 NCpW ,
446 Sh ,
447 dhsTrans ,
448 Sph
449 );
450

451

452 this−>Cp = CpEff ( cloud , td , pc , this−>T , idG , idL , idS );
453

454

455 // Motion
456 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜
457

458 // Calculate new particle velocity
459 this−>U =
460 this−>calcVelocity ( cloud , td , dt , Res , mus , mass1 , Su , dUTrans , Spu );
461

462

463 // 4. Accumulate carrier phase source terms
464 // ˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
465

466 if ( cloud . solution (). coupled ())
467 {
468 // Transfer mass lost to carrier mass , momentum and enthalpy sources
469 forAll ( YGas , i)
470 {
471 scalar dm = np0 ∗ dMassGas [i];
472 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (GAS , i);
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473 scalar hs = composition . carrier (). Hs(gid , pc , T0 );
474 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm;
475 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
476 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ hs;
477 }
478 forAll ( YLiquid , i)
479 {
480 scalar dm = np0 ∗ dMassLiquid [i];
481 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (LIQ , i);
482 scalar hs = composition . carrier (). Hs(gid , pc , T0 );
483 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm;
484 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
485 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ hs;
486 }
487

488 // No mapping between solid components and carrier phase
489 /∗
490 forAll ( YSolid , i)
491 {
492 scalar dm = np0 ∗ dMassSolid [i];
493 label gid = composition . localToCarrierId (SLD , i);
494 scalar hs = composition . carrier (). Hs(gid , pc , T0 );
495 cloud . rhoTrans ( gid )[ this−>cell ()] += dm;
496 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
497 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ hs;
498 }
499 ∗/
500

501 forAll ( dMassSRCarrier , i)
502 {
503 scalar dm = np0 ∗ dMassSRCarrier [i];
504 scalar hs = composition . carrier (). Hs(i, pc , T0 );
505 cloud . rhoTrans (i)[ this−>cell ()] += dm;
506 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗U0;
507 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += dm ∗ hs;
508 }
509

510 // Update momentum transfer
511 cloud . UTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += np0 ∗ dUTrans ;
512 cloud . UCoeff ()[ this−>cell ()] += np0 ∗ Spu ;
513

514 // Update sensible enthalpy transfer
515 cloud . hsTrans ()[ this−>cell ()] += np0 ∗ dhsTrans ;
516 cloud . hsCoeff ()[ this−>cell ()] += np0 ∗ Sph ;
517

518 // Update radiation fields
519 if ( cloud . radiation ())
520 {
521 const scalar ap = this−>areaP ();
522 const scalar T4 = pow4 (T0 );
523 cloud . radAreaP ()[ this−>cell ()] += dt ∗ np0 ∗ap;
524 cloud . radT4 ()[ this−>cell ()] += dt ∗ np0 ∗ T4;
525 cloud . radAreaPT4 ()[ this−>cell ()] += dt ∗ np0 ∗ap∗T4;
526 }
527 }
528 }
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529

530

531 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Protected Member Functions ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
532

533 template<class ParcelType>

534 template<class TrackCloudType>

535 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: calcDevolatilisation
536 (
537 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
538 trackingData & td ,
539 const scalar dt ,
540 const scalar age ,
541 const scalar Ts ,
542 const scalar d,
543 const scalar T,
544 const scalar mass ,
545 const scalar mass0 ,
546 const scalarField & YGasEff ,
547 const scalarField & YLiquidEff ,
548 const scalarField & YSolidEff ,
549 label & canCombust ,
550 scalarField & dMassDV ,
551 scalar & Sh ,
552 scalar & N,
553 scalar & NCpW ,
554 scalarField & Cs
555 ) const
556 {
557 // Check that model is active
558 if (! cloud . devolatilisation (). active ())
559 {
560 return ;
561 }
562

563 // Initialise demand−driven constants
564 ( void ) cloud . constProps (). TDevol ();
565 ( void ) cloud . constProps (). LDevol ();
566

567 // Check that the parcel temperature is within necessary limits for
568 // devolatilisation to occur
569 if (T < cloud . constProps (). TDevol () | | canCombust == −1)
570 {
571 return ;
572 }
573

574 typedef typename TrackCloudType :: reactingCloudType reactingCloudType ;
575 const CompositionModel<reactingCloudType >& composition =
576 cloud . composition ();
577

578

579 // Total mass of volatiles evolved
580 cloud . devolatilisation (). calculate
581 (
582 dt ,
583 age ,
584 mass0 ,
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585 mass ,
586 T,
587 YGasEff ,
588 YLiquidEff ,
589 YSolidEff ,
590 canCombust ,
591 dMassDV
592 );
593

594 scalar dMassTot = sum ( dMassDV );
595

596 cloud . devolatilisation (). addToDevolatilisationMass
597 (
598 this−>nParticle ∗ dMassTot
599 );
600

601 Sh −= dMassTot ∗ cloud . constProps (). LDevol ()/ dt;
602

603 // Update molar emissions
604 if ( cloud . heatTransfer (). BirdCorrection ())
605 {
606 // Molar average molecular weight of carrier mix
607 const scalar Wc = max ( SMALL , td. rhoc ()∗ RR∗ td.Tc ()/ td.pc ());
608

609 // Note : hardcoded gaseous diffusivities for now
610 // TODO : add to carrier thermo
611 const scalar beta = sqr ( cbrt (15.0) + cbrt (15.0));
612

613 forAll ( dMassDV , i)
614 {
615 const label id = composition . localToCarrierId (GAS , i);
616 const scalar Cp = composition . carrier (). Cp(id , td.pc () , Ts );
617 const scalar W = composition . carrier (). W(id );
618 const scalar Ni = dMassDV [i ]/( this−>areaS (d)∗ dt∗W);
619

620 // Dab calc 'd using API vapour mass diffusivity function
621 const scalar Dab =
622 3.6059 e−3∗(pow (1.8∗ Ts , 1.75))
623 ∗ sqrt (1.0/ W + 1.0/ Wc)
624 /( td.pc ()∗ beta );
625

626 N += Ni;
627 NCpW += Ni ∗Cp∗W;
628 Cs[id] += Ni ∗d /(2.0∗ Dab );
629 }
630 }
631 }
632

633

634 template<class ParcelType>

635 template<class TrackCloudType>

636 void Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: calcSurfaceReactions
637 (
638 TrackCloudType & cloud ,
639 trackingData & td ,
640 const scalar dt ,
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641 const scalar d,
642 const scalar T,
643 const scalar mass ,
644 const label canCombust ,
645 const scalar N,
646 const scalarField & YMix ,
647 const scalarField & YGas ,
648 const scalarField & YLiquid ,
649 const scalarField & YSolid ,
650 scalarField & dMassSRGas ,
651 scalarField & dMassSRLiquid ,
652 scalarField & dMassSRSolid ,
653 scalarField & dMassSRCarrier ,
654 scalar & Sh ,
655 scalar & dhsTrans
656 ) const
657 {
658 // Check that model is active
659 if (! cloud . surfaceReaction (). active ())
660 {
661 return ;
662 }
663

664 // Initialise demand−driven constants
665 ( void ) cloud . constProps (). hRetentionCoeff ();
666 ( void ) cloud . constProps (). TMax ();
667

668 // Check that model is active
669 if ( canCombust != 1)
670 {
671 return ;
672 }
673

674

675 // Update surface reactions
676 const scalar hReaction = cloud . surfaceReaction (). calculate
677 (
678 dt ,
679 this−>cell () ,
680 d,
681 T,
682 td.Tc () ,
683 td.pc () ,
684 td. rhoc () ,
685 mass ,
686 YGas ,
687 YLiquid ,
688 YSolid ,
689 YMix ,
690 N,
691 dMassSRGas ,
692 dMassSRLiquid ,
693 dMassSRSolid ,
694 dMassSRCarrier
695 );
696
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697 cloud . surfaceReaction (). addToSurfaceReactionMass
698 (
699 this−>nParticle
700 ∗( sum ( dMassSRGas ) + sum ( dMassSRLiquid ) + sum ( dMassSRSolid ))
701 );
702

703 const scalar xsi = min (T/ cloud . constProps (). TMax () , 1.0);
704 const scalar coeff =
705 (1.0 − xsi ∗ xsi )∗ cloud . constProps (). hRetentionCoeff ();
706

707 Sh += coeff ∗ hReaction /dt;
708

709 dhsTrans += (1.0 − coeff )∗ hReaction ;
710 }
711

712

713 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Constructors ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
714

715 template<class ParcelType>

716 Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: ReactingMultiphaseParcel
717 (
718 const ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >& p
719 )
720 :
721 ParcelType (p),
722 YGas (p. YGas ),
723 YLiquid (p. YLiquid ),
724 YSolid (p. YSolid ),
725 canCombust (p. canCombust )
726 {}
727

728

729 template<class ParcelType>

730 Foam :: ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >:: ReactingMultiphaseParcel
731 (
732 const ReactingMultiphaseParcel<ParcelType >& p,
733 const polyMesh & mesh
734 )
735 :
736 ParcelType (p, mesh ),
737 YGas (p. YGas ),
738 YLiquid (p. YLiquid ),
739 YSolid (p. YSolid ),
740 canCombust (p. canCombust )
741 {}
742

743

744 // ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ IOStream operators ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ //
745

746 # include " ReactingMultiphaseParcelIO .C"
747

748 // ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ //
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F MATLAB kinetic parameter total optimization

routine

Listing 6: Matlab Kinetic Parameter Optimization

1 function output = fullOptFunc (V,Y1 , optType )
2 % V = Volatile type
3 % Y1 = low temperature weight loss value based on proximate analysis
4 % optType = 0 for dual−comepting rate , 1 for single kinetic rate
5

6 %% ga Optimization Initialization
7 % Dual Rate Optimization
8 if optType == 0
9

10 options . PopulationSize = 100;
11 options . Display = 'iter ';
12 options . FunctionTolerance = 1e−8;
13 nvars = 4;
14 A = [];
15 b = [];
16 Aeq = [];
17 beq = [];
18 % Boundary Conditions
19 lbx = [1e2 , 60e3 , 1e5 , 120 e3 ];
20 ubx = [1e6 , 120 e3 , 1e12 , 300 e3 ];
21

22 FUNKY = @TGAOPT ;
23

24 [ X OPT ,fval , exitflag , output ] = ga( FUNKY , nvars ,A,b,Aeq ,beq ,lbx ,ubx ,[] ,...
25 options );
26

27 % Single Rate Optimization Routine
28 else
29

30 options . PopulationSize = 50;
31 options . Display = 'iter ';
32 options . FunctionTolerance = 1e−8;
33 nvars = 2;
34 A = [];
35 b = [];
36 Aeq = [];
37 beq = [];
38 % Boundary Conditions
39 lbx = [1 , 60 e2 ];
40 ubx = [1 e12 , 230 e3 ];
41

42 FUNKY = @TGAOPT ;
43

44 [ X OPT ,fval , exitflag , output ] = ga( FUNKY , nvars ,A,b,Aeq ,beq ,lbx ,ubx ,[] ,...
45 options );
46 end
47

48 %% Alpha Function
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49 function out = alphaFunc ( Mass , mLength )
50

51 for I = [1:1: mLength ]
52 f (I ,1) = 1 − ( Mass (1) − Mass (I ))/ Mass (1);
53 end
54

55 out = f ;
56 end
57

58 %% F Model Function
59 function output = findingF (X)
60

61 % Data Import
62 master = dasData ();
63 T = master {1 ,1}{1 , V};
64 dt = master {1 ,3}{1 , V};
65 Mg = master {1 ,4}{1 ,1};
66 R = 8.314;
67

68 % Empty alpha matrix
69 mLength = length (T);
70

71 % Mass loss routine
72 if optType == 0 % Singular Devol .
73 M = Mg∗ Y1;
74 Mass = zeros ( mLength ,1);
75 Mass (1 ,1) = M ;
76 check = 0;
77

78 for I = [2:1: mLength ]
79

80 dv = (Y1 .∗X (1).∗ exp(−X (2)./( R.∗T(I ))) + X (3).∗ exp(−X (4)./...
81 (R.∗T(I )))).∗ M .∗ dt(I);
82

83 if dv < M ;
84

85 M = M − dv ;
86

87 else dv > M ;
88

89 if check == 1;
90

91 M = 0;
92

93 else
94

95 M = M ;
96

97 check = 1;
98

99 end
100 end
101

102 Mass (I ,1) = M ;
103 end
104
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105 else
106 M = Mg∗ Y1;
107 Mass = zeros ( mLength ,1);
108 Mass (1 ,1) = M ;
109 check = 0;
110

111 for I = [2:1: mLength ]
112

113 dv = X (1).∗ exp(−X (2)./( R.∗T(I ))).∗ M .∗ dt(I);
114

115 if dv < M ;
116

117 M = M − dv ;
118

119 else dv > M ;
120

121 if check == 1;
122

123 M = 0;
124

125 else
126

127 M = M ;
128

129 check = 1;
130

131 end
132 end
133 Mass (I ,1) = M ;
134 end
135

136 end
137

138 % Convert mass to Alpha
139 f = alphaFunc ( Mass , mLength );
140

141 output = f ;
142 end
143

144 %% Main Function
145 function opt output = TGAOPT (X)
146

147 f = findingF (X);
148

149 %% Data Import
150 master = dasData ();
151 T = master {1 ,1}{1 , V};
152 dadt = master {1 ,2}{1 , V};
153 R = 8.314;
154

155 %% Optimization
156 if optType == 0
157 % Dual Rate
158 dadt opt = Y1 .∗X (1).∗ exp(−X (2)./( R.∗T )).∗ f + ...
159 X (3).∗ exp(−X (4)./( R.∗T )).∗ f ;
160 else
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161 % Single Rate
162 dadt opt = X (1).∗ exp(−X (2)./( R.∗ T )).∗ f ;
163 end
164

165 RSS = sum (( dadt − dadt opt ).ˆ2);
166

167 opt output = RSS ;
168

169 end
170

171

172 finalF = findingF ( X OPT );
173

174

175

176 output = { X OPT , finalF };
177

178 end


